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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 This document describes the procedure for configuring Release IQR7.2 of the TDMS-PLUS Master Station 

 software package.  Use QEI Document 0-9-055004-001, TDMS-PLUS Master Station Configuration Procedure.  

 
 The procedure for the configuration of a system consists of the following major steps:  

 Hardware Installation, Configuration and Interconnection. 

 

1.1 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

 
 This step applies to any un-installed hardware which must be installed into the Integrity  server(s) or any other 

 equipment in the system.  This step also applies to cabling and  connecting all system components. 

 

HP Software Installation and Configuration 

 

Open VMS Operating system 

Licenses 

Any other Layered Products (Fortran, C, etc.) 

 
Communications Services Configuration 

 
DECNet/DECNet + 

LAT Nodes & Ports 

TCP/IP Services 

Modems (Comm Line, RAS,  etc) 

Network Printers 

Routers 

Other Devices 

 
TDMS-PLUS Software 

 

Software Loading 

Software Configuration 

SCADA Displays 

 
PC Workstations & Other Displays 

Hardware & Operating System 

Software Installation and Configuration 

This applies to Excursion, WorldView 2000, ODA, Plus Editors, etc. 

Before beginning the system configuration, make sure that you have the following: 

 

 A tape containing standalone backup, an OpenVMS Integrity server with the Factory Installed Software option 

or the installation media for OpenVMS 8.3-1H1 or latest operating environment. 

 PAK documents for all required HP licensed products. 

 Document 0-9-055004-001, TDMS-PLUS Master Station Configuration Procedure. 

 Program Configuration Sheets: 81-00xxxx-001 

 Parts Lists: 40-00xxxx-001 (002, 003) 

 Open VMS Patches 

 TDMS-PLUS Cumulative Patches 
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 Below is a list of the device names for the Integrity server rx2660. Hard drive DKA100: may require the drive 

 be moved to slot “0” to be represented correctly. If the tape drive is an internal drive (HP part# C5686C) the id 

 must be set to “3” to be represented correctly. 

 

 Ethernet 

Computer Hard-Drive Tape-Drive CDROM Devices Circuit 

 

   Integrity server DKA100: MKB300: DNA0:  EWA0: EWA-0 

rx2660  

 
 Use these device names when installing the software.  These names are typical of the most common installations, 

 however SCSI ids may vary from system to system.  To produce a list of available devices, use the VMS 

 command 'SHOW DEVICES'. 

 
1.2 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 

 
           Upon removal of any equipment from their boxes immediately check inventory and record the serial numbers.           

             Gather License PAKs and Warranty Certificates. Apply a label with the sales order number in an inconspicuous     

 place on all equipment. 

 
Check the Engineer’s pinks for the following info: 

 Amount of RAM required 

 Processor and speed 

 Number of disks and size 

 Power supplies – Redundant or single 

 Requirement for other cards or hardware 

 

2.      SERVER OPERATING SYSTEM (OPEN VMS) 
 
 Layered Products, such as DECWindows Motif and TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS.  TDMS-PLUS Release 

 IQR7.2 requires OpenVMS 7.3-2 and Motif 1.2-4 as the minimum operating environment.  Currently, systems are 

 purchased with the Factory installed software option which provides the latest revision operating system and Motif 

 GUI available.   

 
2.1        OpenVMS Installation 

 
 The steps to install the Operating System and the IDE DVD/CD-ROM driver are only required if the device driver 

 and the Operating System were not factory installed.  If this is the case, the DVD disk labeled "HP Open VMW 

 version 8.3-1H1 for Integrity Servers Operating Environment" is required.  To install the DVD/CD-ROM driver 

 and also install OpenVMS, 8.3-1H1, follow these steps: 

 
1. Connect your null cable to the serial port on the server and the other end to the serial port on your 

PC. Using a terminal emulation program, connect to the console. 
2. Optionally, configure the console to accept connections over TCP/IP.  

3. Power on your Integrity server, insert the OpenVMS I64 (DVD) into the drive, cycle power, and 

then use the EFI boot menu to boot from the DVD. 

 
 For most systems, the boot option to select is the Internal Bootable DVD option. If that option is not listed in your 

 EFI boot menu, move to the Boot From a File menu and select the Removable Media Boot option. The system will 

 go through some steps which will take some time. 
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Italic = System questions 
 [ ] = Response  

 

 After booting the OpenVMS operating system media, install the OpenVMS operating system by following these 

 steps: 

 

 Step 1. Select Option 1 on the Menu: When you boot the OpenVMS operating system CD or DVD (as instructed 

 in Section 3.2), the initial HP copyright message and other messages are displayed, followed by the operating 

 system main menu that is shown in the following example. Choose option 1 to install the operating system, as 

 shown.  

 

 Note that after the initial copyright message, few minutes might pass before the OpenVMS operating system menu 

 appears. 

 . 

 . 

 . 
 Installing required known files... 

 Installing the OpenVMS Operating System 

 Configuring devices... 

 **************************************************************** 

 You can install or upgrade the OpenVMS I64 operating system or you can install or upgrade layered products 

 that are included on the OpenVMS I64 distribution media (CD/DVD). You can  also execute DCL commands and 

 procedures to perform "standalone" tasks, such as backing up  the system disk. 

 
 Please choose one of the following: 

 1) Upgrade, install or reconfigure OpenVMS I64 Version 8.3 

 2) Display layered products that this procedure can install 

 3) Install or upgrade layered products 

 4) Show installed products 

 5) Reconfigure installed products 

 6) Remove installed products 

 7) Find, Install, or Undo patches; Show or Delete recovery data 

 8) Execute DCL commands and procedures 

 9) Shut down this system 

 

 Enter CHOICE or ? for help: (1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9?) [1] 

 
 *********************************************************** 

 Step 2. Create the System Disk:  

 Do you want to INITIALIZE or to PRESERVE? [INITIALIZE]  

 

 Step 3. Specify the System Disk (Target Disk):  

 Enter device name for target disk: (? for choices) [DKA100] 

 

 Step 4. Specify the Volume Label:  

 DKA100: is now labeled V83_nnn. 

 Do you want to keep this label? (Yes/No) [NO] 

 Enter volume label for target system disk: [NODENAME+DATE] (Max. 6 characters each) Take node name 

 from Program Configuration Document 

 

 Step 5. Specify On-Disk Structure Level:  

 Do you want to initialize with ODS-2 or ODS-5? (2/5/?) [5] 
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 Step 6. Enable Hard Links (ODS-5 Only):  

 Do you want to enable hard links? (Yes/No/?) [NO] 

 Step 7. Confirm Target System Disk Choices:  

 You have chosen to install OpenVMS I64 on a new disk. 

 The target system disk, DKA100:, will be initialized with structure level 5 (ODS-5). 

 It will be labeled [NODENAME+DATE]. 

 Any data currently on the target system disk will be lost. 

 Is this OK? (Yes/No) YES 

 
 Step 8. Configure and Validate Boot Options:    

 Do you want to create or validate boot options? (Yes/No) [YES] 

 

 Step 9. Specify SYSTEM Account Information (Initialized Disks Only):  

 Enter a password for the SYSTEM account: [voshazbup] 

 Re-enter SYSTEM password for verification: [voshazbup] 

 

 Step 10. Declare OpenVMS Cluster Membership:  

 Will this system be a member of an OpenVMS Cluster? (Yes/No) [NO] 

 

 Step 11. Declaring System as OpenVMS Galaxy Instance (Alpha only): The  

 Will this system be an instance in an OpenVMS Galaxy? (Yes/No) [NO] 

 

 Step 12. Set SCSNODE System Parameter:  

 Enter SCSNODE: [Take node name from Program Configuration Document] 

 

 Step 13. Declare Use of DECnet; Setting SCSSYSTEMID System Parameter:  

 Enter DECnet Address : [Take DECnet Address from Program Configuration Document] 

 

 Step 14. Set Local Time Zone:  
 TIME ZONE SPECIFICATION -- MAIN Time Zone Menu "*" indicates a menu 

 0* GMT 

 1* AFRICA   17) EST   33) IRAN   49) PORTUGAL 

 2* AMERICA   18) EST5EDT   34) ISRAEL   50) PRC 
 3* ANTARCTICA  19* ETC   35) JAMAICA   51) PST8PDT 

 4* ARCTIC   20* EUROPE   36) JAPAN  52) ROC 
 5* ASIA 2  1) FACTORY   37) KWAJALEIN 53) ROK 
 6* ATLANTIC   22) GB-EIRE   38) LIBYA   54) SINGAPORE 
 7* AUSTRALIA   23) GB    39) MET   55) TURKEY 

 8* BRAZIL   24) GMT-0   40* MEXICO   56) UCT 
 9* CANADA   25) GMT   41* MIDEAST   57) UNIVERSAL 
 10) CET   26) GMT0   42) MST   58* US 
 11* CHILE   27) GMTPLUS0   43) MST7MDT   59) UTC 

 12) CST6CDT   28) GREENWICH  44) NAVAJO   60) W-SU 
 13) CUBA   29) HONGKONG  45) NZ-CHAT   61) WET 
 14) EET   30) HST   46) NZ    62) ZULU 
 15) EGYPT   31) ICELAND   47* PACIFIC 
 16) EIRE   32* INDIAN   48) POLAND 

 
 Select the number above that best represents the desired time zone: [Take time zone info from Program 

 Configuration Document] 

 
 US Time Zone Menu "*" indicates a menu 

 0* RETURN TO MAIN TIME ZONE MENU 

 1) ALASKA   5) EAST-INDIANA   9) MICHIGAN   13) SAMOA 
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 2) ALEUTIAN  6) EASTERN    10) MOUNTAIN 
 3) ARIZONA   7) HAWAII    11) PACIFIC-NEW 

 4) CENTRAL   8) INDIANA-STARKE   12) PACIFIC 
 Select the number above that best represents the desired time zone: [Take time zone from Program 

 Configuration Document] 

 
 You selected xxxxxx as your time zone. 

 Is this correct? (Yes/No): [Verify from Program Configuration Document] 

 

 Step 15. Set Time Differential Factor (TDF):  

 The Time Differential Factor (TDF) is the difference between your system time and Coordinated Universal Time 

 (UTC). UTC is similar in most respects to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

 The TDF is expressed as hours and minutes, and should be entered in the hh:mm format. TDFs for the Americas 

 will be negative (-3:00, -4:00, etc.); TDFs for Europe, Africa, Asia and  Australia will be positive (1:00, 2:00, etc.). 

 
 This time zone supports daylight saving time. 

 Is this time zone currently on daylight saving time? (Yes/No): [Verify from Program Configuration Document] 

 Enter the Time Differential Factor [-4:00]: 

 NEW SYSTEM TIME DIFFERENTIAL FACTOR = -4:00 

 Is this correct? [[Verify from Program Configuration Document]] 

 

 Once OpenVMS has been installed and booted from the system disk, you can determine whether your system is 

 set for daylight saving time by using the following DCL command to display the  translation for the daylight 

 saving time logical: 
 $ SHOW LOGICAL *TIMEZONE* 

 "SYS$TIMEZONE_DAYLIGHT_SAVING"="1" 

 

 Step 16. Register Licenses (Optional at this time):  

 Do you want to register any Product Authorization Keys? (Yes/No) [Yes] 

  
 Answering YES launches the SYS$UPDATE:VMSLICENSE.COM procedure, which displays the following 

 options menu: 

 
 VMS License Management Utility Options: 

1.  REGISTER a Product Authorization Key 

2. AMEND an existing Product Authorization Key 

3. CANCEL an existing Product Authorization Key 

4. LIST Product Authorization Keys 
5. MODIFY an existing Product Authorization Key 
6. DISABLE an existing Product Authorization Key 

7. DELETE an existing Product Authorization Key 

8. COPY an existing Product Authorization Key 

9. MOVE an existing Product Authorization Key 
10. ENABLE an existing Product Authorization Key 
11. SHOW the licenses loaded on this node 

12. SHOW the unit requirements for this node 

 
 99. Exit this procedure 

 Enter one of the above choices [1] 

 
 Enter each license key until you have successfully registered all required PAKs. After you register all your 

 licenses, exit the License Management procedure by entering 99 at the prompt. 
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 Step 17. Install Windowing, Networking, and Related Products:  

 Do you want the defaults for all options? [Yes] 

 Do you want to install DECwindows Motif for OpenVMS I64 V1.6? (Yes/No) [Yes] 

 Do you want to install DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS I64 V8.3? (Yes/No) [Yes] 

 Do you want to install DECnet Phase IV for OpenVMS I64 V8.3? (Yes/No) [Yes] 

 Do you want to install HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS V5.6? (Yes/No) [Yes]  

 Do you want to install WBEM Services for OpenVMS V2.0? (Yes/No) [Yes]  

 
 Step 18. Choose Descriptive Help Text (Optional):  

 Do you always want detailed descriptions? (Yes/No) [No] 

 

 Step 19. Select Product Component Options (Accept All Defaults or Select Individually):  

 Do you want the defaults for all options? [YES] 

 Do you want to continue? [YES] 

 

 Step 20. Finish Installation onto System Disk – Review and Confirm Options:  

 Do you want to review the options? [NO] 

 
 Portion done: 100% 

 
 Step 21. Final Installation Confirmation and Information Messages: The installation  continues, displaying the 

 products that have been installed and relevant information: 

 

 System reboot is required. 

 

 Step 22. Installation Creates and Validates Boot Options : 

 Press Return (Enter) to continue, at which point it returns you to the OpenVMS main menu.  

 
 Please choose one of the following: 

1) Upgrade, install or reconfigure OpenVMS I64 Version 8.3 

2) Display layered products that this procedure can install 

3) Install or upgrade layered products 

4) Show installed products 

5) Reconfigure installed products 

6) Remove installed products 

7) Find, Install, or Undo patches; Show or Delete recovery data 

8) Execute DCL commands and procedures 

9) Shut down this system 

 
 Enter CHOICE or ? for help: (1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9?)  

 

 Step 23. Installation Completes and Returns to OpenVMS Menu:  

 The following is a sample display: 

 The installation is now complete. 

 When the newly installed system is first booted, a special startup procedure will be run. This  procedure will: 

 o Configure the system for standalone or OpenVMS Cluster operation. 

 o Run AUTOGEN to set system parameters. 

 o Reboot the system with the newly set parameters. 
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 Step 24. Shut Down the System: Unless you want to perform other operations prior to  

 Enter CHOICE or ? for help: (1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/?) 9 

 
 Shutting down the system 

 SYSTEM SHUTDOWN COMPLETE 

 After you complete the installation and shut down the system, you can boot your new operating system disk. 

 Make sure you remove the DVD from the drive before booting the system disk.After the operating system is 

 installed, reboot the system form drive DKA100 by selecting hp I64 OpenVMS PKA0…….. from the EFI Boot 

 Manager main Boot Menu. Login to the system using user name SYSTEM followed by the password created 

 during the install... The display is similar to the following: 

 
OpenVMS I64 Operating System, Version 8.3-1H1 

 
Username: SYSTEM 

Password: XXXXXX 

 
2.2 OpenVMS FIS (Factory Installed Software) Setup 

 
 The steps to setup the Operating System via the HP FIS kit are as follows.   

 
1) Connect your null cable to the serial port on the server and the other end to the serial port on your 

PC. Using a terminal emulation program, connect to the console. 
2) Optionally, configure the console to accept connections over TCP/IP. 

3) Power on your Integrity server, and then use the EFI boot menu to boot to the FIS setup. 

 
 During the setup, the procedure prompts you for the following information: 

 
1. Node name 

2. DECNet address 

3. DECnet-Plus version 

4. Your OpenVMS licenses (See chapter 5). 

5. Time zone and differential. 

 
 After the operating system is setup reboot the system from drive DKA100 by selecting hp I64 OpenVMS 

 PKA0…….. from the EFI Boot Manager main Boot Menu. Login to the system using user name SYSTEM 

 followed by the password created during the setup... The display is similar to the following: 

 
OpenVMS I64 Operating System, Version 8.3-1H1 

 

Username: SYSTEM 

Password: XXXXXX 
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2.3 License Registration 

 
 All integrity servers running VMS require the OpenVMS (operating system) license to be registered onto the 

 system. If the license was not registered during the operating system install or the FIS it can be registered using the 

 OpenVMS license command 

 
 Login to the system using user name SYSTEM followed by the password created during the install. For security 

 reasons, the password portion of your login is not be echoed back. 

  
 Enter the below license command: 

 $ @SYS$UPDATE:VMSLICENSE 

 

 

 
If you confirmed License Pak Registration during the login procedure or typed the above command, the following 

menu should be displayed: 

  
 VMS License Management Utility Options: 

 
1. REGISTER a Product Authorization Key 

2. AMEND an existing Product Authorization Key 

3. CANCEL an existing Product Authorization Key 

4. LIST the Product Authorization Keys 

5. MODIFY an existing Product Authorization Key 

6. DISABLE an existing Product Authorization Key 

7. DELETE an existing Product Authorization Key 

8. COPY an existing Product Authorization Key 

9. MOVE an existing Product Authorization Key 

10. ENABLE an existing Product Authorization Key   

11. SHOW the licenses loaded on this node   

12. SHOW the unit requirements for this node 

 
  99. EXIT this procedure 

 
Type '?' at any prompt for a description of the information requested.  Press Ctrl/Z at any prompt to exit 

this procedure.   

 
Enter one of the above choices [1] 

 
 Type "1" and press RETURN.  The procedure then displays the following message: 

 
  Do you have your product authorization key? 

 
Make sure you have a PAK for the license you are registering. Type "Y" and press RETURN. 

 
The procedure asks you to enter a value for each item on the PAK.  It starts by displaying some information and 

asking for the first PAK data item. 

 

When prompted for input, enter data from the corresponding fields on your Product Authorization Key (PAK). 
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Some prompts display a default reply (shown in brackets).  To cancel the use of default data without entering new 

data, enter the backslash ( \ ) character. 

 

You will have the opportunity to review and correct your responses before actually registering this license.  If you 

wish to exit from giving responses, do so by typing CRTL-Z. 

 In the below example the response “REQUIRED” means a response is necessary, 

 

  * Issuer [HP]: REQUIRED 

  * Authorization Number: REQUIRED 

  * Product Name: REQUIRED 

  * Producer [HP]: REQUIRED 

  * Number of Units: REQUIRED 

  * Version (vv.uu): 

  * Product Release Date (dd-mmm-yyyy): 

  * Key Termination Date (dd-mmm-yyyy): 

  * Availability Table Code: 

  * Key Options: REQUIRED 

 

  * Product Token: 

  * Hardware ID: REQUIRED 

  * Checksum: REQUIRED 

 
 If the PAK lists values for product token and hardware ID, enter them and press  RETURN.  Otherwise, 

 just press RETURN.  Enter the checksum given on the PAK and press RETURN. 

 

  The procedure then displays the information that you entered and asks: 

 

  * Is this information correct? 

 
 Carefully compare the information on the screen with the information on the PAK. If the information is 

 correct, type Y and press RETURN. 

 
  If it is incorrect, type N and press RETURN.  

 

 If the information you entered was incorrect, the procedure displays the following  question. 

 

  * Do you wish to make corrections? 

 

  Type Y (for YES) and press RETURN. 

 

 The procedure will present the previously entered data as defaults.  Each time the procedure 

 displays correct information, press RETURN.   If the procedure displays incorrect information, enter the 

 new data to be used and press RETURN. To cancel the current data without entering new data, enter the 

 backslash (\) character and then press RETURN. 

 

 When all information has been entered correctly, the procedure displays a message to confirm that the 

 license has been registered.  The procedure then asks if you want to activate the license on the current 

 node: 

 

  * Do you want to LOAD this license on this system [YES]? 
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  Take the default answer of Yes by pressing Return to load the license. 

 

  * Do you want to register another PAK? 

 If you have more licenses to register, type Y (for YES) and press RETURN.  The procedure begins again 

 and asks you for the information on the next PAK.  

  
  If you do not have any more licenses to register, type N (for NO) and press 

  RETURN. Then type 99 to exit the procedure and press RETURN.   

 
2.4  Daylight Savings Time 

 
 If the integrity server in the only time provider on the network you will need to configure  the timezone setting. If 

 you answered the time zone questions correctly dst will be setup correctly. This can be confirmed this by issuing the 

 following command from a decterm: 

 

 HOST>SHOW LOGICAL SYS$TIMEZONE_RULE 

 

 If the rule is correct, the change will be the second week of March and the first week of November. For Eastern 

 time, the result should be: "EST5EDT4,M3.2.0/02,M11.1.0/02" 

 
 If the rule does not exist or is incorrect it can be change/created by running the following   command from a decterm 

 and answering the questions. 

 
 HOST>SET DEF SYS$EXAMPLES 

 HOST>@DAYLIGHT_SAVINGS.COM 

 
 It will re-set the system Time Differential Factor and the following logicals, 

 SYS$TIMEZONE_DAYLIGHT_SAVING, SYS$TIMEZONE_NAME and SYS$TIMEZONE_RULE 

 
 Verify that the rule exists by running SHOW LOGICAL SYS$TIMEZONE_RULE again. 

 
            The sysgen parameter,  AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV, must now be set. AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV is set to either 1 or 0. The 

              default is 0. If AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV is set to 1, OpenVMS automatically makes the change to and from daylight   

              saving time. Execute the following to set the AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV parameter. 

 

 HOSTA>RUN SYS$SYSTEM:SYSGEN 

 SYSGEN> SHOW AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV 

 
 Parameter Name            Current  Default   Min.     Max.     Unit    Dynamic 

 --------------              -------     -------    -------    -------     ----      ------- 

 AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV                0           0           0          1        Boolean 

 
 SYSGEN> 

 
 IF THE CURRENT VALUE IS NOT SET TO 1 THEN ISSUE THE FOLLOWING  COMMANDS: 

 

 SYSGEN> USE CURRENT 

 SYSGEN> SET AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV 1 

 SYSGEN> WRITE CURRENT 

 SYSGEN> SHOW AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV 

 
 Parameter Name           Current  Default   Min.     Max.     Unit    Dynamic 
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 --------------              -------     -------    -------    -------     ----      ------- 

 AUTO_DLIGHT_SAV                1           0           0          1        Boolean 

 

 SYSGEN> EXIT 

 

 REBOOT THE SYSTEM 

 
2.5 NTP Time Server (Network Time Protocol) 

 
            DTSS (Digital Time Synchronization Service)  is never used as a time source and must be disabled. If there is no   

              external clock NTP is the sole local time source.  

 
 DTSS Disable 

 
 First check to see if DTSS is actually on. From a decterm do the following: 

 

 HOSTA>RUN SYS$SYSTEM:NCL 

 NCL> SHOW DTSS ALL 

 
 If the response is: 

 

 %NCL-E-CMLSENDFAILED, error sending command request 

 -CML-E-EMAAPROB, error returned from VMS EMA agent 

 -NCL-E-ENTCLSNOTSUPP, entity class not supported 

 

 It means DTSS is disabled. If not, it needs to be disabled. To disable DTSS open a decterm and do the following: 

 
 HOSTA>SET DEF DKA100:[SYS0.SYSCOMMON.SYSMGR] 

 HOSTA>EDIT SYLOGICALS.COM 

 
 Under the section labeled “Define any site-specific logical names below:” add the following definition: 

 
 $! To disable DTSS FOR NTP Time Synch 

 $! 

 $ DEFINE/SYSTEM NET$DISABLE_DTSS TRUE 

 $! 

 $! End of DTSS disable 

 
 Reboot server and verify DTSS is disabled. 

 
 NTP Configuration 

 
 NTP has a hierarchy of layers, called strata.  The further away from the actual NTP time source, the lower the      

                   strata. To avoid long-lived synchronization loops, the number of strata is limited to 15 with the highest stratum    

                   being one. 

  
 NTP explicitly configured at stratum one provides time to NTP operating at lower strata, and the provided time is 

 acquired based on the local system time or via some locally-accessible external time source. 

  
 NTP at other (lower) strata both receive time from higher strata and can provide time to lower strata, and              

                  automatically adjust the local stratum. A stratum 2 server is one that is currently obtaining time from a stratum 1  

                  server; a stratum 3 server gets its time from a stratum 2 server, and so on 
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 In general:  

 Lower strata hosts act as time servers.  

 Higher strata hosts are clients who adjust their time clocks according to the servers.  

 

 NTP hosts may be configured in one or more of the following modes:  

 Client/server mode  

This mode indicates that the local host wants to obtain time from the remote server and is willing to supply time to 

the remote server if need be. This mode is appropriate in configurations involving a number of redundant time 

servers interconnected through diverse network paths. Internet time servers generally use this mode. Indicate this 

mode with a peer declaration in the configuration file. For example: peer 192.168.6.3 

 Client mode  

This mode indicates that the local host wants to obtain time from the remote server but it is not willing to provide 

time to the remote server. Client mode is appropriate for file server and workstation clients that do not provide 

synchronization to other local clients. A host with higher stratum generally uses this mode. Indicate client mode 

with the server declaration in the configuration file. For example:  server 192.168.6.3 

 Broadcast mode  

This mode indicates that the local server will send periodic broadcast messages to a client population at the 

broadcast/multicast address specified. This specification normally applies to the local server operating as a sender.  

Indicate this mode with a broadcast declaration in the configuration file. For example: 
 broadcast 192.168.6.255 

 
 To configure NTP the service must be enabled and running. To verify its state or enable and start it, open a 

 decterm and run the following: 

 
 HOST>@sys$manager:tcpip$config 

 
            TCP/IP Network Configuration Procedure 

 
This procedure helps you define the parameters required to run HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS on this system. 

 
           Checking TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS configuration database files. 

 
           HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Configuration Menu 

 
           Configuration options: 

 
1. -  Core environment 

2. -  Client components 

3. -  Server components 

4. -  Optional components 

5. -  Shutdown HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

6. -  Startup HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

7. -  Run tests 

 
                 A  -  Configure options 1 - 4 
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                   [E] -  Exit configuration procedure 

 
  Enter configuration option: 3 

 
            HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Server Components Configuration Menu 

 
            Configuration options: 

 
   1 - BIND                             Disabled Stopped      12 - NTP                               Disabled Stopped 

    2 - BOOTP                         Disabled Stopped       13 - PC-NFS                            Enabled Started 

    3 - DHCP                            Disabled Stopped       14 - POP                               Disabled Stopped 

     4 - FINGER                                 Enabled  Started       15 - PORTMAPPER             Enabled  Started 

            5 - FTP                         Enabled  Started       16 - RLOGIN             Enabled  Started 
            6 - IMAP                               Enabled  Started       17 - RMT                            Enabled  Started 
            7 - LBROKER               Enabled  Started       18 - SNMP               Disabled Stopped 
            8 - LPR/LPD                  Enabled  Started       19 - SSH                    Enabled  Started 
            9 - METRIC                 Enabled  Started       20 - TELNET            Enabled  Started 
           10 - NFS                            Enabled  Started       21 - TFTP                Enabled  Started 
           11 - LOCKD/STATD                 Enabled  Started       22 - XDM                            Enabled  Started 

 
     A  -  Configure options 1 - 22 

    [E] -  Exit menu 

 
 Enter configuration option: 12 

 

 NTP Configuration 

 

 Service is defined in the SYSUAF. 

 Service is defined in the TCPIP$SERVICE database. 

 Service is not enabled. 

 Service is stopped. 

 

              NTP configuration options: 

 

1 - Enable service on this node 
2 -  Enable & Start service on this node 

                 
                [E] - Exit NTP configuration 

 
 Enter configuration option: 2 

 %TCPIP-I-INFO, image SYS$SYSTEM:TCPIP$NTP.EXE installed 

 %TCPIP-I-INFO, logical names created 

 %TCPIP-I-INFO, service enabled 

 %TCPIP-S-STARTDONE, TCPIP$NTP startup completed 

 Press <ENTER> key to continue ... 

 
   HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Server Components Configuration Menu 

 
   Configuration options: 

 
    1 - BIND                  Disabled Stopped      12 - NTP                Enabled Started 
     2 - BOOTP               Disabled Stopped       13 - PC-NFS             Enabled Started 
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     3 - DHCP                     Disabled Stopped       14 - POP                  Disabled Stopped 

               4 - FINGER                   Enabled Started        15 - PORTMAPPER        Enabled Started 

    5 - FTP                      Enabled Started        16 - RLOGIN         Enabled Started 

               6 - IMAP                     Enabled Started        17 - RMT                          Enabled Started 

               7 - LBROKER                Enabled Started        18 - SNMP                         Disabled Stopped 

               8 - LPR/LPD                  Enabled Started        19 - SSH                          Enabled Started 

               9 - METRIC                   Enabled Started        20 - TELNET                      Enabled Started 

    10 - NFS                      Enabled Started        21 - TFTP                         Enabled Started 

    11 - LOCKD/STATD     Enabled Started        22 - XDM                          Enabled Started 

 

 

 

     A  -  Configure options 1 - 22 

    [E] -  Exit menu 

 

 Enter configuration option: e 

 

        HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Configuration Menu 

 

         Configuration options: 

 

1. -  Core environment 

2. -  Client components 

3. -  Server components 

4. -  Optional components 

5. -  Shutdown HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

6. -  Startup HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

7. -  Run tests 

 
                 A  -  Configure options 1 - 4 

                [E] -  Exit configuration procedure 

 
 Enter configuration option: e 

 

 The next step is to create a configuration file for your local host. From a decterm do the  following: 

 
 HOSTA>SET DEF SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$NTP] 

 HOSTA>EDIT TCPIP$NTP.CONF 

 
 If  TCPIP$NTP.CONF is not found you can create it by coping TCPIP$NTP.TEMPLATE to  

 TCPIP$NTP.CONF 

 

 The NTP service should almost always be configured as a backup time server. As a backup time  server, if all 

 other network synchronization sources become unavailable, the NTP service becomes active. You can also use this 

 method to allow the local node to act as the NTP server in an isolated network. This configuration is also 

 responsible for providing time to the pc workstations.  

 

 To configure the NTP service as the backup server or the sole NTP server, enter or uncomment the following 

 commands in the NTP configuration file. They are usually the last lines in the file. 

 
 server 127.127.1.0 

 fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 8 
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 To configure the NTP service as a client from another source and the tcpip address or fully qualified name the 

 section for client mode with the server declaration as shown below. 

 
 server 192.168.5.150  

 

 Also configured in the NTP configuration file is the driftfile file-specification. This statement specifies the name of 

 the file used to record the frequency offset of the local clock oscillator. If the file exists, it is read at startup to set 

 the initial frequency offset, and then is updated hourly with the current frequency computed by the  NTP server. If 

 the file does not exist or if the driftfile statement is not specified in the configuration file, the initial frequency offset 

 is assumed to be zero. If the file does not exist but the driftfile keyword is specified without a parameter, the 

 default,  SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$NTP]TCPIP$NTP.DRIFT is used.  

 

 
 You must reboot the computer to complete the changes. 

 
 Sample NTP Configuration File 

 ********************************************************************************* 

 # 

 # File name:      TCPIP$NTP.CONF 

 # Product:        HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

 # Version:        V5.6-9 

 # 

 # ⌐ Copyright 1976, 2006 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 

 # 

 # 

 # NTP server configuration file 

 # 

 # 

 # DESCRIPTION: 

 # 

 #    This file contains configuration information  for  the  NTP  server. 

 #    Before  starting the NTP server, you must edit this  file  and  copy 

 #    it to SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$NTP]TCPIP$NTP.CONF. 

 # 

 #    Refer  to  the HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Management  guide  for 

 #    instructions on editing and using this file. 

 # 

 # 

 # CONFIGURATION INSTRUCTIONS: 

 # 

 #    The Network Time Protocol  (NTP)  provides synchronized  timekeeping 

 #    among  a  set  of  distributed time servers and clients.   The local 

 #    OpenVMS  host  maintains an NTP configuration file,  TCPIP$NTP.CONF, 

 #    of participating peers.  The NTP configuration  file  is  maintained 

 #    in the SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$NTP] directory. 

 # 

 #    Determine the peer hosts with which the local hosts should negotiate 

 #    and  synchronize.  Include at least one (but preferably three) hosts 

 #    that you are certain have the following characteristics: 

 # 

 #      1. provide accurate time 

 #      2. synchronize to Internet Time Servers 

 #         (if they are not themselves Internet Time Servers) 

 # 
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 #    The NTP configuration file is not dynamic,  and  therefore  requires 

 #    restarting NTP after being edited to make the changes  take  effect. 

 #    However, you can make runtime configuration  requests  interactively 

 #    using the NTPDC utility. 

 # 

 # 

 # CONFIGURATION: 

 # 

 #    Your NTP configuration file  should  always  include  the  following 

 #    driftfile entry.  The driftfile is the name of the file that  stores 

 #    the clock drift (also known as frequency error) of the system clock. 

 

 driftfile SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$NTP]TCPIP$NTP.DRIFT 

 

 #    Samples entries follow below.  Replace them with your  own  list  of 

 #    hosts and identify the appropriate association mode.  If you specify 

 #    multiple hosts, NTP  can  choose  the  best  source  with  which  to 

 #    synchronize.  This also provides redundancy in case one of the hosts 

 #    becomes unavailable. 

 # 

 #    Client/Server Mode 

 # 

 #    Client/Server mode indicates that the local  host  wants  to  obtain 

 #    time  from  the  remote server and is willing to supply time to  the 

 #    remote server.  Indicate Client/Server mode with a  peer  statement. 

 #    Identify each peer with a fully-qualified DNS host name  or  with an 

 #    IP address in dotted-decimal notation. 

 

 peer 10.1.2.3 

 peer ntp0.myorg.mycorp.com 

 peer ntp1.myorg.mycorp.com 

 

 #    Client Mode 

 # 

 #    Client mode indicates that the local host wants to obtain time  from 

 #    the  remote server but it is not willing  to  provide  time  to  the 

 #    remote server.  Indicate client  mode  with  the  server  statement. 

 #    Identify each server with a fully-qualified DNS host name or with an 

 #    IP address in dotted-decimal notation. 

 

 server 10.2.3.4 

 server 10.3.4.5 

 server ntp3.myorg.mycorp.com 

 

 #    The following commands allow interoperation of NTP with another time 

 #    service such as DTSS.  If enabled (by removing #), NTP will not  set 

 #    the system clock. 

 

 # server 127.127.1.0 prefer 

 # fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 0 

 

 #    The following commands allow this node to act as a backup NTP server 

 #    (or as the sole NTP server on an isolated network),  using  its  own 
 #    system clock as  the  reference source.  If enabled (by removing #), 
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 #    this NTP server will  become  active  only  when  all  other  normal 

 #    synchronization sources are unavailable. 

 

 # server 127.127.1.0 

 # fudge 127.127.1.0 stratum 8 

 
 ********************************************************************************* 

 
2.6 TCP/IP Keepalive 

 
 In general the TCP/IP keep alive parameter controls how often TCP attempts to verify that an idle connection is still 

 intact by sending a keep alive packet to its peer. If the remote system is still reachable and functioning, a 

 acknowledge packet is sent back. Otherwise, the local TCP will keep sending “Keep Alive” packet in an interval of 

 KeepAliveInterval for TcpMaxDataRetransmissions times. If no acknowledge packet is received during this period, 

 the local TCP will reset the connection. 

 
 On VMS, the default TCP/IP keepalive behavior is determined by the following 4 stack settings: 

 

1. tcp_keepidle: Specifies the amount of idle time, in half-seconds, before sending a keepalive probe. 

2. tcp_keepcnt: Specifies the maximum number of keepalive probes that are sent before the connection is 

dropped. 

3. tcp_keepintvl: Specifies the amount of time, in half-seconds, between retransmission of keepalive probes. 
  tcp_keepalive_default: Specifies whether to use the socket keepalive function. 

 

 On TCPIP V5.1 the default values are: 

 tcp_keepalive_default  0 (disabled) 

 tcp_keepidle   150 (75 seconds) 

 tcp_keepcnt   8 

 tcp_keepintvl   150 (75 seconds) 

 
 If a network failure occurs, a socket will be disconnected after 9 x 75 = 675 seconds = 11  minutes 15 seconds 

 
 From TCPIP V5.3 and up, the default values are: 

 tcp_keepalive_default  0 (disabled) 

 tcp_keepidle    14400 (7200 seconds = 2 hours) 

 tcp_keepcnt   8 

 tcp_keepintvl   150 (75 seconds) 

  
 If a network failure occurs, a socket will be disconnected after 7200 + 8 x 75 = 7800 seconds = 2 hours 10 minutes 

 

 To set the tcp_keepidle parameter back to 150 (non-permanent), type the following command from the TCPIP 

 prompt: 

 

 sysconfig –r inet tcp_keepidle=150 

 

 To confirm the change, type sysconfig –q inet 

 

 To make the change permanent, create a text file named inet_attrs.txt, which contains the  following lines: 

 
 inet: 

  tcp_keepidle=150 

 
 And then type this command from the TCPIP prompt: 
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 sysconfigdb –a –f inet_attrs.txt inet   

 
 To confirm the change, type sysconfigdb –l inet 

 

 To change to a 1 minute socket timeout, type the following commands from the TCPIP prompt: 

 

 sysconfig –r inet tcp_keepalive_default=1 

 sysconfig –r inet tcp_keepidle=20 

 sysconfig –r inet tcp_keepcnt=5 

 sysconfig –r inet tcp_keepintvl=20 

 

 To make the change permanent, create a text file named inet_attrs.txt, which contains the  following lines: 

 
 inet: 

  tcp_keepalive_default=1 

  tcp_keepidle=20 

  tcp_keepcnt=5 

  tcp_keepintvl=20 

 
 And then type this command from the TCPIP prompt: 

 
 sysconfigdb –a –f inet_attrs.txt inet   

 
 If you have already run the sysconfigdb command, you must type the following instead (note the  use of the –u 

 flag instead of the –a flag): 

 
 sysconfigdb –u –f inet_attrs.txt inet   

 
 To confirm the change, type sysconfigdb –l inet 

 
 You must reboot the computer or restart TCP/IP to complete the changes. 

 

 

 

 

3. Management Processor 
 
 Integrity servers include multiple interfaces for working with various aspects of the server. At QEI, we primarily 

 concerned with the MP (Management Processor) and the EFI (Extensible Firmware Interface). 

 The Management Processor provides both local and remote access for controlling the system console, reset/power 

 management, and transfer of control (TOC) capabilities. It also enables  you to monitor tasks and display detailed 

 information about various internal subsystems. MP is a complex-wide tool and is always available, even if partitions 

 are not configured or booted in the server complex. In contrast, EFI does not operate as a complex-wide tool and  

 is only available when the partition is in an active state but has not booted an operating system. 

 

 

3.1 Console Interface 
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 The following image is a screen shot of the Management Processor and its main menu. 

 

 
 

 The primary features of the Management Processor are the console and command interface.  

 As a console interface (CO), MP enables you to interact with the Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI), to power the 

 server on or off and can function as the terminal port on OpenVMS.  

 If you see a message similar to the following while accessing the console, another user, possibly disconnected, has 

 the console (only one user can write to the console although multiple users can view it).  

 [Read only - use Ctrl-Ecf for console write access] 

 To gain control of the console, press Ctrl/E, release the key combination, and then immediately type the letters cf. 

 The command interface (CM) of MP provides an extensive menu system and a command-line interface.  

 It is the CM that allows you configure TCPIP settings for the console. To configure the console, type “CM” at the MP 

 menu. At the command-line interface type LC (LAN Configuration) and follow the instructions. The information to 

 complete the setup is found in the Program Configuration Sheets. 

 The following image is a screen shot of the console screen LC menu. 
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3.2 Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI) 

 
 The Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI) provides support for operating system loaders and allows you to 

 configure the firmware and control the booting environment. The EFI interface is available from the console only 

 when the system is in an active state but has not booted an operating system. You can move from the EFI interface 

 to console and back again. Similarly, you can move from console to the operating system and back. 

 

 The following image is the EFI (Extensible Firmware Interface) interface/boot manager screen. 
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4. TDMS-PLUS SCADA SOFTWARE  

 
 This procedure will do an entire system configuration including DECWindows, DECnet,  TCP/IP, computer names, 

 and TDMS-PLUS.  It will configure DECnet on all interface cards using a BASIC configuration procedure 

 (net$configure).  It will configure TCP/IP on the first  interface card.  It allows you to register LAT, DECnet, and 

 TCP/IP names (beyond the SCADA host computers, e.g. HOSTA and HOSTB).  It will load TDMS-PLUS and run 

 the SCADA Config procedure to create the configuration files.  It will run AUTOGEN on the system and instruct 

 the user to reboot.  

 
 The following should be used for reference during the SCADA CONFIG procedure. 

 
 Information Required: 

 
Hostname: hostname of this SCADA computer 

DECnet address: decent address of this SCADA computer 

TCP/IP address: TCPIP address of this SCADA computer 

TCP/IP network mask: TCPIP mask of this SCADA computer 

Is this a dual computer configuration (Y/N):  Yes or No 

Other Hostname: hostname of other SCADA computer 

Other DECnet address: decent address of other SCADA computer 

Other TCP/IP address: TCPIP address of other SCADA computer 

Do you want DECWindows 1280 x 1024 resolution (Y/N): Yes or No (uses DECW default otherwise)  

Do you want to configure TCP/IP NTP Service (Y/N): Yes or No 

For TCP/IP NTP servers to be defined: 

NTP Server Name or Address: server name or TCP/IP address 

Customer name: from program configuration 

Sales Order number: from program configuration 

3 character Customer Identifier: from program configuration 

Specification number: from program configuration  

3 character Initials: from program configuration – user installing 

SCADA Target disk device name: device name 

SCADA CD-ROM Device name: device name 

SCADA Processor designation (A/B/C/D): A,B,C, or D 

 
For LAT nodes to be defined: 

MOP Client Name: mop client name for lat server 

Ethernet Address: physical address for lat server 

DECnet Address: decent address for lat server 

 

For DECnet nodes to be defined: 

DECnet Hostname: decent client name  

DECnet Address: decent address 

 

For TCP/IP nodes to be defined: 

TCP/IP Hostname: TCP/IP client name 

TCP/IP Address: TCP/.IP address 

 

4.1 Installation Procedure 

 
After completing OpenVMS installation (via load or FIS): 

<cd-rom> = DNA0: 

<target disk> = DKA100 

     <release letter> = I for Itanium 
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  Login as SYSTEM 

 
  If on the system console, disable opcom messages with reply/disable” then the below commands to mount the 

  dvd/cd begin the installation.  

 
a) amount/media=cd/undefined_fat=(fixed:none:8192) dna0. <release letter>.qr7_2 qei dist 

b) define/system/trans=(conc,term) mg dka100: [aworking.] 

c) backup/log/new dna0: [000000]util.bck/save mg: [*…]* 

d) set def mg: [utilities] 

e) @sysconfig (This procedure should ALWAYS be run from the SYSTEM account) 

 
 The procedure will proceed through the following steps: 

 
 Phase 0 – Data Entry 

 Phase 1 – DECW 

 Phase 2 - DECnet 

 Phase 3 - TCP/IP 

 Phase 4 - Names (LAT, DECnet, TCP/IP) 

 Phase 5 - SCADA 

 Phase 6 - Finish (AUTOGEN) 
     

 This Procedure will prompt before starting each step.  If you answer N, the procedure will exit.   You can restart 

 (picks up at the next phase) by typing: 

 
1. Set def mg: [utilities] 

2. @ sysconfig. 

 
 This procedure should ALWAYS be run from the SYSTEM account. 

 You must reboot at the end of the procedure. 

 To do additional TCP/IP interface configuration, use @sys$manager:tcpip$config 

 
 More details on changes made by each configuration step: 

 
0 Data Entry 

This phase prompts user for input and stores data in sysconfig. txt.  If the data entry needs to be redone, you can 

force phase 0 by typing “@sysconfig 0”. 

 
1 DECW 

This phase creates the private_server, private_apps, and decw sylogin command procedures.  It will force the use of 

the old desktop and set the server resolution to 1280x1024 if requested by the user.  It enables the server transports 

for DECNET, LOCAL, and TCPIP.  It will also setup the use of the QEI logo. 

 
2 DECnet 

This phase executes a BASIC configuration for DECnet-Plus.  It uses the DECnet-Plus defaults. 

 

3 TCP/IP 
This phase executes the interface, client, and server configurations for TCP/IP.  It will configure the 1st interface 

with the user-supplied address.  It enables the following services: FTP, TELNET, RSH, REXEC, LPR/LPD.  

Optionally, it enables and configures the NTP service in Client mode.  

 
4 Names 

This phase registers the LAT, DECnet, and TCP/IP addresses supplied by the user.  It registers all LAT devices 
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using net$configure. It registers the host DECnet addresses for NSP (and TP4 for SCADA hosts only).  It registers 

the TCP/IP address. 

 
5 SCADA 

This phase does most of the work.  It does the following: 

a) Loads SCADA UAF and proxy 

b) Creates base SCADA directories 

c) Updates MODPARAMS.DAT to include SCADA changes 

d) Modifies SYSTARTUP_VMS.COM: 

i. add SET NOON 

ii. uncomment TCP/IP startup 

iii. add LAT startup 

iv. add queue startup 

v. add accounting disable 

vi. add operator. log purges  

e) Modifies SYLOGICALS.COM to define logicals for system files (e.g. SYSUAF, etc.) 

f) Setup the SYSMAN entries for automatic SCADA startup 

g) Starts queue manager 

h) Loads baseline SCADA (all products) 

i) Runs SCADA CONFIG procedure 

j) Copies required files and sets file protections 

k) Defines TCP/IP RSH proxies 

 
 6   Finish 

 
 This phase runs AUTOGEN based on the required SCADA parameters. 

 

4.2 SCADA CONFIGURATION 
 

 f)  backup/log/new dna0: [000000]util.bck/save mg: [*…]* 

g)  set def mg: [utilities] 

  h)  @sysconfig (This procedure should ALWAYS be run from the SYSTEM account) 

       
$ mount/media=cd/undefined_fat=(fixed:none:8192) dna0. <release letter>.qr7_2 qei dist 

%MOUNT-I-WRITELOCK, volume is write locked 

%MOUNT-I-CDROM_ISO, IQR7_2: (1 of 1), mounted on _QEIITB$DNA0: 

$ define/system/trans=(conc,term) mg dka100: [aworking.] 

$backup/log/new dna0:[000000] util.bck/save mg: [*…]* 

%BACKUP-S-CREDIR,     created directory MG: [UTILITIES.CVS] 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] LOAD_BASELINE_SCADA.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] login.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] PCX$SERVER.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] QEI.IMG; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] QEILOGO.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] QEILOGO.IMG; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SCADA_MODPARAMS.DAT; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] STANDARD_DBASE.TXT; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSCONFIG.COM; 5 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSDECNETCONFIG.COM; 4 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSDECWCONFIG.COM; 5 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSFINISHCONFIG.COM; 3 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSNAMESCONFIG.COM; 3 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSSCADACONFIG.COM; 7 
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%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [UTILITIES] SYSTCPIPCONFIG.COM; 4 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created directory MG: [INSTALL]  

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [INSTALL] STARTSERVER.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [INSTALL] STARTSCADA.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [INSTALL] STARTBATCH.COM; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [INSTALL] DECW$SERVER_ACCESS_ALLOWED.DAT; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created MG: [INSTALL] DECW$SERVER_ACCESS_TRUSTED. DAT; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created directory MG:[ SYSLIB]  

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created  MG: [SYSLIB] DCE$LIB_SHR.EXE; 1 

%BACKUP-S-CREATED, created  MG: [SYSLIB] DTSS$SHR.EXE;1 

$ set def mg: [utilities] 

$ @sysconfig 

Enter hostname: qeiitb 

Enter DECnet address: 2.525 

Enter TCP/IP address : 192.168.20.42 

Enter TCP/IP network mask : 255.255.255.0 

Is this a dual computer configuration (Y/N): Y 

Enter Other Hostname: qeiqei 

Enter Other DECnet address: 2.526 

Enter Other TCP/IP address: 192.168.20.99 

Do you want DECWindows 1280 x 1024 resolution (Y/N) : y 

Do you want to configure TCP/IP NTP Service (Y/N): y 

Enter NTP Server Name or Address (or ENTER if finished) : 0. north-america.pool.ntp.org 

Enter NTP Server Name or Address (or ENTER if finished) : 1. north-america.pool.ntp.org  

Enter NTP Server Name or Address (or ENTER if finished) : 2.  

Enter NTP Server Name or Address (or ENTER if finished) : 

Enter Customer name: QEI ITANIUM 

Enter Sales Order number: 001234 

Enter 3 character Customer Identifier : qei 

Enter Specification number : 80-001234-111 

Enter 3 Character Initials     : mtp  

Enter SCADA Target disk device name : DKA100: 

Enter SCADA CD-Rom Device name : DNA0: 

Enter SCADA Processor designation (A/B/C/D) : B 

Do you want to define LAT notes (Y/N)  : N 

Do you want to define TCP/IP notes (Y/N) : Y 

Enter TCP/IP hostname (or ENTER if finished) : qeitst 

Enter TCP/IP Address for qeitst : 192.168.20.21 

Enter TCP/IP hostname (or ENTER if finished) : qeiita 

Enter TCP/IP Address for qeiita : 192.168.20.10 

Enter TCP/IP hostname (or ENTER if finished) : qeiswe 

Enter TCP/IP Address for qeiswe : 192.168.20.27 

Enter TCP/IP hostname (or ENTER if finished) : 

 SCADA System Configuration Summary 

 

  Host  :  QEIITB         Other:  QEIQEI 

  DECnet :  2.525     DECnet:  2.526 

  TCP/IP :  192.168.20.42     TCP/IP:  192.168.20.99 

  Mask  :  255.255.255.0          DECW 128x1024:  Y 

 Customer :  QEI ITANIUM                   Sales Order:  001234 

  Ident  :  QEI                              Spec number:  80-001234-111 

  Initials :  MTP                                           Disk:  DKA0: 

  CD-ROM :  DQA0:                       Processor:  B 

NTP  :   0. NORTH-AMERICA.POOL.NTP.ORG 
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NTP  :   1. NORTH-AMERICA.POOL.NTP.ORG 

 

Is this correct (Y/N): y 

 

Do you wish to proceed with Phase 1 (sysdecwconfig) (Y/N):Y 

 

Executing DECWindows configuration ….. 

 

Do you wish to proceed with Phase 2 (sysdecnetconfig) (Y/N): Y 

 

Executing DECnet configuration ….. 

 

DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS network configuration procedure. 

 

This procedure will help you create or modify the management scripts needed to operate DECnet on this 

machine.  You may receive help about most questions by answering with a question mark ‘?’. 

 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-SETUPNEW, setting up for new configuration you have the option of choosing 

the following directory services for your system. 

Local file (LOCAL) – A local namespace that uses flat naming. 

DECdns – A distributed namespace. 

Domain – A naming service that uses DNS/BIND. 

 

The local file has the capability to hold 100,000 nodes, and it can even scale beyond that number.  The 

actual number of nodes that the local file can hold depends on the space available on your system.  

 

If you choose to enter more that one directory service for your system, the ordering of this list is *very 

important*, as the first directory service entered in this list will be considered the primary directory service 

to use on the system.  The primary directory service is considered the first choice to use when looking up 

naming information for the system.   

 
Enter an *ordered* list of the directory services you want to use on the system.  If you enter more that one 

directory service, separate them by commas. 

        

%NET$CONFIGURE –E-E-INVCIDLIST, invalid CDI directory service list 

 

Enter a node name for each directory service chosen. 

 

For the directory service Domain, you will enter a fully qualified host name for DNS/BIND.  The fully 

qualified host name includes the host name part and the domain name part.  For example:  

 

 Domain  -   mine.xyz.com 
 

For the directory services DECdns and Local file, you will enter a node full name.  The node full name is 

the name of your system’s node object in the directory service.  It includes the namespace nickname, and 

the full list of directories leading to the node object name.  Examples of node full names for the directory 

service DECdns and Local file include: 

 

 Local file -   LOCAL: mine 

 DECdns -   XYZ_CORP:.usa.west_coast.mine 

 

For the Local file, the namespace nickname LOCAL is prepended to the full name and is terminated with a 

colon (: ).  The namespace nickname “LOCAL” means that the Local file is used.  The node object name 

must begin with a dot (.), and no element of the name (namespace name, directory, or node object name) 
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can be null string.  Please note that the namespace nickname “LOCAL” is reserved, and indicates that the 

Local file will be used on this system.  

 

The Local file has the capability to hold 100,000 nodes, and it can even scale beyond that number.  The 

actual number of nodes that the Local file can hold depends on the space available on your system. 

 

The node synonym is an alphanumeric character string between 1 and 6 characters long that contains at 

least one alphabetic character.  If this system had previously been running DECnet Phase IV software, then 

the old node name should be used as the synonym.  If this system is joining a DECnet network for the first 

time, any name can be used for the synonym, as long as it meets the criteria listed above, and is unique 

within the network.   

A DECnet-Plus system may or may not use a DECnet Phase IV-style node address.   A node address of 0.0 

indicates that this DECnet-Plus system will be communicating with OSI systems only.  If your network 

contains some systems running DECnet Phase IV, you may want to specify a compatible address in order 

to communicate with them.  If your network consists solely of OSI systems, this is not required.  

 

The DECnet Phase IV node address consists of an area number (between 1 and 63), and a node number 

within the area (between 1 and 1023). 

 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-SCANCONFIG, scanning device configuration – please wait 

 

%NET$CONFIGURE-W-NOPWIP, DECnet over IP requires the PWIP driver to be enabled 

%NET$CONFIGURE-W-NOPDOMAIN, DECnet over IP requires the DOMAIN in the directory services 

list 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-CREDEFOSITEMPLATE, created default OSI templates 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-EVDDEFAULT, providing default Event Dispatcher configuration  

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MAKEACCOUNT, this procedure creates user account CML$SERVER 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MAKEACCOUNT, this procedure creates user account MAIL$SERVER 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MAKEACCOUNT, this procedure creates user account VPM$SERVER 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MAKEACCOUNT, this procedure creates user account MIRRO$SERVER 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MAKEACCOUNT, this procedure creates user account PHONE$SERVE 

 

By default, MOP is not started by NET$STARTUP.  In order to make  this system service MOP requests, 

NET$STARTUP_MOP must be defined  to signal NET$STARTUP to load the MOP software.  This 

symbol is normally defined in SYS$STARTUP:NET$LOGICAL.COM. 

 
 Answering YES to the following question will modify 

 SYS$STARTUP:NET$LOGICALS.COM for you, to enable MOP service on  

 this system.  Answering NO will remove the logical name definition 

 from SYS$STARTUP:NET$LOGICALS.COM.  Note that this will have no 

 effect if the NET$STARTUP_MOP is defined elsewhere. 

 

    Node Information: 

 
 Directory Services Chosen: LOCAL 

 Primary Directory Service: LOCAL 

 Local Full name:  LOCAL;.QEIITB 

 Node Synonym:  QEIITB 

 Phase IV Address:  2.525 

 Phase IV Prefix:  49: : 

 Session Control Address Update Interval: 10 

 Routing Node Type:  ENDNODE 

 Autoconfiguration of Network Addresses:  Enabled 

 Routing ESHello Timer:  600 
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 Routing ES Cache Size: 512 

 
  Device Information: 

 
             Device:  EIA0  (EI/82558): 

               Data link name:  CSMACD-0 

               Routing Circuit name: CSMACD-0 

 

              Device:  EIB0 (EI/82558): 

              Data link name:  CSMACD-1 

              Routing Circuit name: CSMACD-1 

 

  Transport Information: 

 
  NSP Transport:    Configured 

  Maximum number of logical links:  200 

  Maximum Transmit and Receive Window: 20 

  Maximum Receive Buffers:   4000 

  Flow Control Policy:   Segment Flow Control 
 
  OSI Transport:   Configured 
  Maximum number of logical links:  200 

  Maximum transmit and Receive Window: 20 

  Maximum receive Buffers:   4000 

  OSI applications over TCP/IP:  Enabled 

  DECnet applications over TCP/IP:  Enabled 

 
  Congestion Avoidance Disabled 

  Event Dispatcher Configuration: 

 
 Sinks:   local_sink 

 Outbound Streams: local_stream 

 Phase IV Relay:  Enabled 

 
%NET$CONFIGURE-I-CHECKSUM, checksumming NCL management scripts 

Copyright 2003 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.  

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image LES$LES_V30.EXE loaded 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$ALIAS.EXE loaded 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$SESSION_CONTROL.EXE loaded 

%NET$STARTUP-I-STARTPROCESS, starting process DNS 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image SYS$NAME_SERVICES.EXE loaded 

%RUN-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 00000418 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$NODE_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$CSMACD.EXE loaded 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$CSMACD_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$SESSIOLS_STARTUP.NCL; 

%LES-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 00000419 

%LES-I-LOADING, loading NET$ component-NETMANPPI from STS$COMMON: [SYS$LDR] 

LES$NETMAN.EXE; 1 

%LES-I-LOADING, loading NET$ component-NETMANLDR from SYS$COMMON: [SYS$LDR] 
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LES$NETMANLDR.EXE; 1 

%LES-I-LOADING, loading NET$ component LES$ROUTING from SYS$COMMON: [SYS$LDR] 

NET$ROUTING_ES.EXE;1 

%LES-I-LOADING, loading NET$ component LES$ROUTING_VCM from SYS$COMMON: 

[SYS$LDR]NET$ROUTING_VCM.EXE;1 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESCRIPT, executing NCL script SYS$SYSROOT: 

[SYSMGR]NET$ROUTING_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NeT$TRANSPORT_NSP.EXE loaded 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESSCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$NSP_TRANSPORT_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$TPONS.EXE loaded 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$TRANSPORT_OSI.EXE loaded 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESCRIPT, executing NCL script SYS$SYSROOT; 

[SYSMGR]NET$OSI_TRANSPORT_STARTUP.NCL; 

 

%SYSMAN-I-OUTPUT, command execution on node QEIITB 

%SYSMAN-I-IOADDRESS, the DPT is located at address 86475000 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$OSVCM.EXE loaded 

 

%SYSMAN-I-OUTPUT, command execution on node QEIITB 

%SYSMAN-I-IOADDRESS, the DPT is located at address 8647CA00 

%NET$STARTUP-I-STARTPROCESS, starting process ACP 

%RUN-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 0000041A 

%RUN-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 0000041B 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESSCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$SEARCHPATH_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET$STARTUP-I-OPERSTATUS, DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS operational status is RUNNING 

MAJOR 

Finished obtaining address tower information 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-IMPORTFILECREATED, created the DECNET_REGISTER import file  

 
Directory Service: Local name file 

 

Updating Notes listed in SYS$MANAGER:DECNET_REGISTER_IMPORT_FILE_QEIITB.TXT 

 

Number of nodes registered: 1 

Number of nodes modified: 0 

 

%NETCONFIGURE-IREGSUCCESS, node has been successfully registered in the LOCAL directory 

service 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-NODERENAMED, node successfully renamed to LOCAL:.QEIITB 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-FLUSHCACHE, flushing selected cache entries copyright 2003 Hewlett-Packard 

Development Company, L.P. 

%NET$STARTUP-I-STARTPROCESS, starting process EVD 

%RUN-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 0000041C 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$EVENT_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET$STARTUP-I-STARTPROCESS, starting process DTSS 

%RUN-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 0000041D 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESSCRIPT, executing NCL script SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR] 

=NET$APPLICATION_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET-I-LOADED, executive image NET$LOOP_APPLICATION.EXE loaded  

%NET$STARTUP-I-STARTPROCESS, starting process MOP 

%RUN-S-PROC_ID, identification of created process is 0000041E 
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%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESSCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$MOP_CLIENT_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET$STARTUP-I-EXECUTESSCRIPT, executing NCL script 

SYS$SYSROOT:[SYSMGR]NET$MOP_CIRCUT_STARTUP.NCL; 

%NET$STARTUP-I-OPERSTATUS, DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS operational status is RUNNING –ALL 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-CONFIGCOMPLETED, DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS configuration completed 

%SYSTEM-F-NOLOGNAM, no logical name match 

 

Do you wish to proceed with phase 3 (systcpipconfig) (Y/N)     :Y 
 

Executing TCP/IP configuration ….. 

 

Do you wish to proceed with Phase 4 (sysnamesconfig) (Y/N)    :Y 

 

Executing Names configuration….. 

 

DECnet-Plus  for OpenVMS network configuration procedure 

 

This procedure will help you create or modify the management scripts needed to operate DECnet on this 

machine.   You may receive help about most questions by answering with a question mark ‘?’. 
       

Configuration last run by SYSTEM on 1-MAR-2006 19:46:40.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Configuration Options for Node QEIITB 

 

[0]  Exit this procedure 

[1]  Perform an entire configuration 

[2]  Change naming information 

[3]  Configure Devices on this machine 

[4]  Configure Transport 

[5]  Configure Timezone Differential Factor 

[6]  Configure Event Dispatcher 

[7]  Configure Application database 

[8]  Configure MOP Client database 

[9]  Configure Cluster Alias 

[10]  Replace MOP Client configuration 

 

 
%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MODCHECKSUM, checksumming NCL management scripts modified by 

NET$CONFIGURE 

 

Sys$manager:net$dns_clerk_startup.ncl changed to use the new default namespace. 

 

Your default namespace nickname is LOCAL. 

 

Your default namespace NSCTS is 08-00-2B-0D-C0-9D-5F-FA-A9-88-43-46-95-00. 
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%NET$CONFIGURE-I-CONFIGCOMPLETED, DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS configuration completed 

 

  Configuration Options for Node QEIITB 

   

  [0]  Exit this procedure 

  [1]  Perform and entire configuration 

  [2]  Change naming information 

  [3]  Configure Devices on this machine 

  [4]  Configure Transports 

  [5]  Configure Timezone Differential Factor 

  [6]  Configure Event Dispatcher 

  [7]  Configure Application database 

  [8]  Configure MOP Client database 

  [9]  Configure Cluster Alias 

  [10]  Replace MOP Client configuration 

 

Do you wish to proceed with Phase 5 (sysscadaconfig)  (Y/N)  :y 

 

Executing SCADA configuration…… 

 

Initializing configuration data 

 

Performing configuration for node QEIITB as processor B 

Do you wish to edit CONFIG.B? (DEFAULT:  Y)   : y 

Use Alternate device for SCADA database? (Default: N [Y/N]) 

INSTALL Postscript printer support via. VMS print queues (FALSE)? : true 

Is there a Dual computer (DEFAULT: Y)   : y 

Enter the switch line Port (DEFAULT:  NLA0: ) : 

Enter the link device (DEFAULT: EIA0 : )  

Enter name of other node (DEFAULT: QEIITA)   :  qeiqei 

Do you want hot-standby? (DEFAULT: N) : 

Is the link device critical (DEFAULT: FALSE) : 

Is the switch device critical (DEFAULT: FALSE)  : 

Number of DEC servers (DEFAULT;  1)   :3 

 

DECServer loading is defined by entering a Y for each server you want loaded and an N for each server 

you do not want loaded. 

 

EXAMPLE:  DECERVER 1 ------> LOAD 

   DECERVER 2 ------> LOAD 

   DECERVER 3 ------> NO LOAD 

  

   Enter: YYN 

        

Which servers do you want to load (DEFAULT;: YYYY)? : NNN 

List the number of ports to be configured for each server in the same order as above separated by a 

comma.  For example, enter: 8,8,32 

This will configure 8 ports for Decservers 1 & 2 and 32 ports for Decserver 3.  Leave blank and 16 ports 

will be configured for each server. 

Enter the number of  ports to load: 8.8.8 

Are there redundant servers, enter Y or N (DEFAULT: N) : 

Do you wish to define PCS on  ethernet?  (DEFAULT: N) : 

Total number of SCADA screens in the system (DEFAULT: 1)   : 10 

Device for screen 1 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )  : DECW:QEIITB 
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Speed for screen 1  (DEFAULT: 19200)  : 

Device for screen 2 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITB 

Speed for screen 2  (DEFAULT: 19200)  : 

Device for screen 3 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITB 

Speed for screen 3  (DEFAULT: 19200)  : 

Device for screen 4 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITA 

Speed for screen 4  (DEFAULT: 19200)  : 

Device for screen 5 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITA 

Speed for screen 5  (DEFAULT: 19200)  : 

Device for screen 6 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITA 

Speed for screen  6  (DEFAULT: 19200)  : 

Device for screen 7 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITB 

Speed for screen  7  (DEFAULT: 19200)  :  

Device for screen 8 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITB 

Speed for screen 8 (DEFAULT: 9600) : 19200 

Device for screen 9 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) : DECW:QEIITB 

Speed for screen 9 (DEFAULT: 19200) : 

Device for screen 10 (DEFAULT: QEIITB) :  

Speed for screen 10 (DEFAULT: 19200) : 

 

Sixteen (16.) report streams. 

Valid report stream range is 1 to 16 

You will now be permitted to change the definition of the report stream(s) required. 

To alter a report stream, respond to the next question with the number of the stream to alter 

 To exit this section, enter a <CR> 

Number of report stream to modify : 

 

Sixty-four (64.) Communication Lines. 

 

 

 

You will now be permitted to change the definition of any communication line(s) required.  To alter a 

communication line respond to the next question with the number of the communication line (s) to alter.  

To exit this section (s), enter a <CR>. 

 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 1 

Device for communication line 1 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN01: 

Speed for communication line 1 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 2 

Device for communication line 2 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN02: 

Speed for communication line 2 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 3 

Device for communication line 3 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN03: 

Speed for communication line 3 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 4 

Device for communication line 4 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN04: 

Speed for communication line 4 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 5 

Device for communication line 5 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN05: 

Speed for communication line 5 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  :6 

Device for communication line 6 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN06: 

Speed for communication line 6 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 7 
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Device for communication line 7 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN07: 

Speed for communication line 7 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 8 

Device for communication line 8 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN08: 

Speed for communication line 8 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify  : 46 

Device for communication line 9 (DEFAULT: NLA0: )    : IPN09: 

Speed for communication line 9 (DEFAULT: 1200)    :     9600 

Number of the communication line to modify : 

 

Sixty-four (64). Alternate Communication Lines. 

 

You will now to permitted to change the definition of any alternate communication line(s) required.  To 

alter a communication line respond to the next question with the number of the communication line to 

alter.  To exit this section, enter a <CR> 

 

Number of the alternate communication line to modify  : 

Do you wish to keep the I_QUIC6 scan task (DEFAULT :Y) : 

Name of scan task to add : qdlc 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :dnp 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :tejas 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :modr 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :modu 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :hydr 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :sc18 

 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :rtcs 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

Name of scan task to add :lgyr 

Directory in which the scan task image may be found (DEFAULT = I64, IMAGE): 

 

You have reached your scan task limit 

 

Device for modem (DEFAULT: NLA0)  : 

Is there a WWV clock (DEFAULT: N)   : 

 

Eight (8.) Map Board Devices  
 

You will not be permitted to change the definition of any mapboard device (s) required. 

To alter a mapboard device respond to the next question with the number of the mapboard device to alter. 

To exit this section, enter a <CR>. 

 

Number of the mapboard device to modify:  

Do you wish to enable/modify host-to-host (DEFAULT: N): 

Do you wish to edit the option command files? (DEFAULT: Y): 

By default the following Products will be installed by OPTTSK 
   

CMDTEM --   Command Sequencing with Templates 
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ALMTSK --     High performance alarms 

NDA - - Network Database Access for Client Server Apps. 

 

Worldview, QWindows Motif, and remote printer services are installed at system startup. 

 

The following Licensed Products are available. 

EDR      --   Event Data Recor 

HHSCAN   --   Qnet (Host to Host Communications) 

KMC      --   KMC Mapboard 

LDFCST   --   Short-Term Load Forecasting 

LDMGM4   --  Load Management 4 

MBOARD  --  CIS/QEI Mapboard 

MESSAG   --   Message Display 

VOICE   --   DECtalk Auto Dialer 

IEDOUTAGE  --   Outage Accounting 

DISTURB   --   Disturbance Analysis 

SCS    --   Worldview System Configuration Status 

IED    --    Intelligent Electronic Device Support 

ODA    --    Open Data Access 

MSP    --    Multispeak 

QEDT   --    Plus Editors (QEDITOR) 

PLY    --    OTS/Playback 

BSRV    --    Alarm Bell Server 

IPN    --    Scantasks over TCP/IP 

ODBC   --    Open Database Connectivity 

ALL   --    All Layered Products 

 
Enter the name of the license product to add : all 

Enter the name of the license product to add : 

Do you wish to edit CONFIG.QEIITB? (DEFAULT: Y)  : 

Extend screen SDBS for Worldview to [63] : 

TCP/IP Synchronization (Y/N) ? [N] : 

SCADA HOSTA node name? [QEIITB] : qeiqei 

SCADA HOSTB node name? [QEIITA] : qeiitb 

SCADA HOSTC node name? [NONE]  

SCADA HOSTD node name? [NONE] 

SCADA HOSTA permanent standby (Y/N) ? [N] : 

SCADA HOSTB permanent standby (Y/N) ? [N] : 

SCADA HOSTC permanent standby (Y/N) ? [N] : 

SCADA HOSTD permanent standby (Y/N) ? [N] : 

Enter number of multi headed displays : 

Worldview Configuration file completed 

 

Configuration command file terminating ….. 

 

Do you wish to proceed with Phase 6 (sysfinishconfig) (Y/N) : y 

 

Executing FINAL configuration … 

 

** SCADA configuration Completed Successfully !! 

 

Please Reboot System Before Proceeding 
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5. TDMS-PLUS SCADA SOFTWARE 

 
5.1 Base Configuration 

 
For the initial version of CONFIG.X, skip to 8.1, “Dual Configuration”. 

 
If a CONFIG.X file already exists, existing configuration values will be used as defaults. The command file will 

now prompt for a new ident: 

 
   Enter the new ident for the CONFIG.X file: 

 
The new ident should be the previous ident incremented by one; the current ident will be displayed for reference.  

The command file will not proceed until a new ident has been entered.  After a valid ident is entered, the command 

file will prompt for a short description of the changes made: 

 
Enter a description for the change: 

 
Alternate Device for Database? (DEFAULT:N): 

 
Take the default answer of ‘N’ for the Alternate Device question, unless there is a second harddisk on which the 

database will reside. 

 
Postscript Printer Support? (DEFAULT:N): 

 
If there is a defined Laser Printer in the system,  answer ‘Y’ to this question. 

 
All of the information regarding the following configuration entries is available from the Program Configuration 

Document supplied with the system’s documentation package. 

 

 
5.1.1 Dual Configuration 

 
The command file will prompt: 

 
Is there a Dual computer? (DEFAULT:N): 

 
If this is not a dual system, respond ‘N’ and take the default.  The command file will then proceed to the 

next section, 5.2, “Server Configuration”.   
 

If this is a dual system, respond ‘Y’.  The command file will then ask the following questions: 

 
Enter the switch line port (DEFAULT: NLA0:): 

 

Enter the port to which the switch device is connected.  If the default is taken, the command file will 

prompt for the link device. If the default is not taken, the command file will prompt for the speed at which 

the switch port will run. 

 

Speed for switch line port (Default:9600): 

 
Enter the speed at which the port will run, as specified in the Program Configuration Sheets. 
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Enter the link device (DEFAULT: EWA0): 

 
NOTE: IN ALL CASES, THE DEFAULT ANSWER (EWA0:) MUST BE SELECTED FOR 

SCADA COMMUNICATIONS TO FUNCTION CORRECTLY.  

 

The command file will now prompt for the name of the name of the other master station computer: 

 
Enter name of the other node (DEFAULT:HOSTA): 

 
Enter the appropriate name, using the standard naming convention below, where XXXX are specified in 

the Program Configuration Sheets: 

 
CPU A = XXXXA 

CPU B = XXXXB 

 
The command file will now prompt for link critical setting: 

 
Is the link device critical (DEFAULT:FALSE): 

  
If set to TRUE, in the event of a link device failure, the failover system will behave as follows: 

 
Case 1: Standby available and switch device defined: 

           The active master will tell the standby master to take over via the switch device (serial line             

             connection) and a failover will be initiated.  

 
Case 2: Standby available and no switch device: 

             The active master will remain active and the standby will come up as a master as well. (2 masters   

                            simultaneously). 

 

Case 3: Standby unavailable and the switch device defined/undefined: 

             The active master will remain active. 

 
If set to FALSE (default), in the event of a link device failure, the failover system will behave as follows: 

 
Case 1: Standby available and switch device defined: 

             The active master will remain active and the standby will become unavailable. 

 

Case 2: Standby available and no switch device: 

The active master will remain active and the standby will come up a master as well (2 masters 

simultaneously). 

 

Case 3: Standby unavailable and the switch device defined/undefined: 

The active master will remain active. 

 

5.1.2 Server Interface Configuration 

 
Refer to the Program Configuration Document of the system when answering the following queries. 

 
The command file will prompt for the number of DECServers in the system.  Enter the appropriate number, see 

table 6.1 “DECServer Configuration and Entries” 
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Number of DECServers (DEFAULT:1): 

 
The number entered for the “Number of DECServers” must be equal to the number of servers assigned to one 

computer.  For example, if there are four physical servers in the system, and two are for the ‘A’ computer and the 

other two servers are for the ‘B’ computer, the ‘Number of DECServers’ must be equal to 2.   

 

The command file will then prompt: 

 
Which servers do you want to load (DEFAULT: YYYY)?> 

 
Each DECServer in the system can be loaded by typing a ‘Y’ for each server you want to load and an ‘N’ for each 

server you do not.  For example, if you have four physical servers in the system, two each assigned to each 

computer, and you wanted to load the first server but not the second one, you would enter ‘YN’ at the prompt.  See 

Table 6.1, ‘DECServer Configuration and Entries’. 
 

The command file will then prompt for the number of ports each server has.   

 

Enter the number of ports to load> 

 
Following the example, both servers are 8 port servers, so the entry would be “8,8". 

 

For Dual systems with DECServers, the following prompt will be displayed by the command file: 

Are there redundant servers, enter Y or N (DEFAULT: N): 

 

Redundant servers means that each system has its own server(s).  If this is the case, respond ‘Y’ to the prompt.  See 

Table 8.1, “DECServer Configuration and Entries”. 

 

The following table provides some examples of server configurations and the resultant answers to the server 

configuration questions.  

   

 
 

Required 

Configuration 

 
Number of 

DECServers 

   A              B   

 
DECServers to Load  

    A                  B 

 
Redundant 

Servers 

   A           B 

 
LAT 1A, 

LAT 1B 

 
   1               1 

 
    Y                  Y 

 
   Y           Y 

 
LAT 1A, 2A 

LAT 1B, 2B 

 
   2               2 

 
    YY               YY 

 
   Y           Y 

 
LAT 1A, 1B 

LAT 2 (A) 

 
   2               1 

 
    YY               Y 

 
   Y           Y 

 
Table 8.1, DECServer Configuration and Required Entries 
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5.1.3 Screen Configuration 

 
The following section describes the steps required to configure PC’s on DECNet running DG.  Refer to the Program 

Configuration Documentfor all information.   

 
Do you wish to define PCs on Ethernet (DEFAULT:N): 

 
Answer ‘Y’ to the above query if there are PC’s running DG over the network.  Answer ‘N’ if there are not, and 

skip ahead to the next section. 

 

Total number of SCADA screens in the system (DEFAULT: 1): 

 
Enter the number of operator screens in this system=s configuration.  The maximum number of screens is 64 and 

the standard default is 1.  When selecting the number of screens, always take one more then the maximum 

number.  The command file now requires the following information for each screen. 

 
Device for screen ‘n’ (DEFAULT:NLA0:): 

Where ‘n’ is the screen number. 

 
Enter the port to which this screen will be assigned.  The standard default is “NLA0:”.  For eXcursion the valid port 

name is DECW:NODENAME.  Refer to the system’s Program Configuration Document for screen port 

assignments.  

 
5.1.4 Logger Configuration 

 
This section describes the necessary steps to add or modify the configuration of system loggers.  The maximum 

number of loggers and the valid range is 1 to 16.  To add a new or edit an existing logger definition, enter the logger 

number at the next prompt: 

 
Number of report stream to modify: 

 
If no logger number is entered, the command file will proceed to the next section. 

 
For each required logger, the following information is required, where >n= is the command file prompts represents 

the logger stream being changed.  

 
Device for report stream ‘n’ (DEFAULT:NLA0:): 

 
Enter the device to which the logger is attached.  The response to this prompt is the name taken from the program 

configuration.  Taking the default (NLA0:), causes the command file to prompt for the next logger to modify.   

 
An existing logger definition may be selected by entering a >D= for delete in response to the above prompt.  If a 

delete code is entered, you will be asked for the next report stream to modify. 

 
A report stream may be a port, or it may be a directory on the disk.  If a directory is entered, you will be asked for 

the next report stream to modify.  For ports, a speed and logger type are required. 

 
Device type for report stream ‘n’ (DEFAULT:LA100): 

 
Enter the type of terminal for this logger.  Valid report streams types are as follows: 
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 FT3   for Impact printers 

 FT6  for Laser printers 

 
The next prompt requests the speed for the logger. 

 

Device speed for report stream ‘n’ (DEFAULT: 9600): 

 

Enter the device speed at which this logger will operate.   

 
To exit the logger configuration, respond with a Carriage return to the “Number of report stream to modify” 

prompt. 

 
5.1.5 Communication Line Configuration 

 
This section describes how to modify and add communication line definitions.  The maximum number of 

communication lines is 64, numbered from 0 to 63.  To alter a communication line definition, enter the 

communication line number to be changed at the next prompt: 

 
Number of the communication line to modify: 

 
Enter either the communication line number to be altered, or enter Return to exit. 

 
For each communication line, the following information is required: 

 
Device for communication line >n= (DEFAULT: NLA0:): 

 
Where ‘n’ is the number of the communication line being modified. 

 
Enter the device to which this communication line will be attached.  If the default is selected, the command file will 

prompt for the next communication line to modify. 

 
An existing communication line may be deleted by entering >D= for delete in response to the above prompt.  If a 

delete code is entered, you will be prompted for the next communication line to modify.  
 If a valid port is entered, the command file will prompt for a speed setting: 

 
Speed for communication line >n= (DEFAULT: 1200): 

 
Enter the speed at which this communication line will operate.   

 

The communication line configuration procedure above will continue until a return is entered in response to the 

“Number of communication line to modify” prompt. 

 
5.1.6 Alternate Communication Line Configuration 

 
The definitions of any alternate communication lines can be altered by following the steps outlined in this section.  

To modify the definition of any alternate line, respond to the command file prompt with the number of the alternate 

communication line. 

 
Number of the alternate communication line to modify: 
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The maximum number of alternate communication lines is 64, with a valid range of 0 to 63.  If a return is entered in 

response to the above prompt, the command file will proceed to the next section.  For each alternate communication 

line, the following information is required: 

 
Device for alternate communication line >n= (DEFAULT:NLA0:): 

 
Where ‘n’ is the number of the alternate communication line. 

 
Enter the device to which the alternate communication device is attached.  If the default response is taken, the 

command file will ask for the next alternate communication line to modify. 

An existing alternate communication line can be deleted by entering a ‘D’ for delete in response to the above 

prompt.  If a delete code is entered, the command file will prompt for the next alternate communication line to be 

modified.   

 
Speed for alternate communication line >n= (DEFAULT: 1200): 

 
Enter the speed at which the alternate communication line will operate. 

 

5.1.7 Scan Task Configuration 

 
If there is an existing CONFIG.X file which has scan task(s) defined, the following prompt will appear (assuming 

QUICS is an existing scan task): 

 

Do you wish to keep the I_QUIC scan task (DEFAULT: Y): 

 
The QUICS scan task will be removed if ‘N’ is given in response to the above prompt.  The above prompt will be 

displayed for each scan task defined in the system.  After all pre-existing scan tasks have been queried, the 

command file will then prompt to add new scan tasks: 

 
Name of scan task to add: 

 
At the above prompt, enter the logical name of the scan task to be added.  Refer to the system’s Program 

Configuration Document to enter the correct scan tasks.  Entering Return at the above prompt will exit this section 

 
Refer to Table 8.2 below for scan task names, scan task logical names and directories.  

 

 
 

Scan Task Name 
 

Logical Name 
 

Directory 
 

8979 
 

I_LGYR 
 

I64.Image 
 

8979 Listen Only 
 

I_QLIS 
 

I64.Image 
 

DNP 
 

I_DNPS 
 

I64.Image 
 

FisherPierce 
 

I_FPRC 
 

I64.Image 
 

HYDR 
 

I_HYDR 
 

I64.Image 
 

LG65 
 

I_LG65 
 

I64.Image 
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Modbus I_MODR I64.Image 
 

Modbus - Unsolicited 
 

I_MODU 
 

I64.Image 
 

QUICS 
 

I_QUIC 
 

I64.Image 
 

QDLC 
 

I_QDLC 
 

I64.Image 
 

Tejas 
 

I_TEJA 
 

I64.Image 
 
 

RTC1032 

 
 

I_RTCS 

 
 

I64.Image 
 

SC-1801 
 

I_SC18 
 

I64.Image 
 

Tejas 
 

I_TEJA 
 

I64.Image 
 

ICCP 
 

I_ICCP 
 

UCA.I64.Image 

 
Table 8.2. Scan Task Names, Logical Names and Directories 

 
The command file will continue to prompt for the next scan task to add.  Press RETURN in response to the prompt 

and the command file will proceed to the next section. 

 
5.1.8 External Clock Configuration 

 
This section describes the steps to configure an External Clock connection.  Refer to the Program Configuration 

Documentfor both the existence of an External Clock requirement and if required, the port device and speed. In this 

section WWV clock is an External clock. 

 
Is there a WWV clock (DEFAULT: N) 

 
If the default response is taken, no External clock definition will be made and the command file will skip 

to the next section.  If the response is ‘Y’, the command file will prompt for port device and speed: 

 
Device for WWV clock (DEFAULT: NLA0:): 

 
Enter the port to which the External clock is attached.  If the default response is taken, the command file will skip 

ahead to the next section.  If a valid port is selected, the port speed for the External clock will also be required: 

 
Speed for the WWV clock (DEFAULT: 9600): 

 
Enter the speed for the External clock port as specified in the Program Configuration Sheets. 

 

5.1.9 Mapboard Configuration 

 
The definitions of any mapboard devices can be altered by following the steps outlined in this section.  To 

modify the definition of any mapboard device, respond to the command file prompt with the number of the 

mapboard device. 

 

Number of the mapboard device to modify: 

 
The maximum number of mapboard devices is 8, with a valid range from 1 to 8.  Pressing Return in 
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response to this prompt causes the command file to skip ahead to the next section.      

 
Port for mapboard device ‘n’ (DEFAULT: NLA0:): 

 

The ‘n’ is the number of the mapboard device being modified.  Enter the port to which the mapboard 

device is connected.  If the default response is taken, the command file will prompt for the next mapboard 

device to be modified.  The selected mapboard device may be deleted by entering ‘D’ in response to the 

port query. 

 
If a valid port is entered, a port speed must also be specified. 

 

Speed for mapboard device ‘n’ (DEFAULT: 9600) 

 
Enter the speed for the mapboard device.   

 
The command file will continue to prompt for mapboard devices until Return is entered in response to the 

“Number of mapboard device to modify.” 

 
5.1.10 QNET Configuration 

 
To configure QNET (host-to-host communications) on the system, respond with a ‘Y’ to the following 

prompt: 

 
Do you wish to enable/modify host-to-host (DEFAULT: N): 

 
If an ‘N’ is given in response, the command file will conclude CONFIG.X editing.  If ‘Y’ is selected, respond to the 

following prompts: 

 
Node for host A (DEFAULT: HOSTA) 

Node for host B (DEFAULT: HOSTB) 

Node for host C (DEFAULT: HOSTC) 

 
Refer to the Program Configuration Document for the Host names that require QNET. To delete a node definition, 

respond with a ‘D’ to the prompts. 

 

This concludes CONFIG.X file editing. 

 
5.1.11 Option Install Command File Editing 

 
This section describes the process of editing the option command files.  The command file will display the 

following prompt: 

 
Do you wish to edit the option command files? (DEFAULT: Y) 

 
If you respond ‘Y’ for yes, the command file will allow the editing of the option command files.  If the response is 

‘N’ for no, the command file will skip to the Section 6.4.1.  

 
NOTE: If this is the first time that the configuration command file has been executed, the response to the 

above prompt to edit the option command files must be ‘Y’ so that the initial versions of the option command 

files are created. 
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If option command files already exist, the command file will prompt for a new ident (version number, which is the 

old ident incremented by one) and a description of the change. 

 
Enter the new ident for the option install command file: 

 
Enter a description for the change: 

 
The old ident will be displayed for reference purposes.  A description of the change must be entered to proceed.   

 
The command file will then prompt to check all existing entries in the option install command file.  For each 

layered product, the following prompt will appear: 

 
Keep “PRODUCT NAME” option? (DEFAULT: Y): 

 
A response of ‘Y’ preserves the option definition.  A response of >N= deletes the option definition from the option 

command files. 

 
When all the existing options have been re-processed, the command file will permit the addition of other layered 

products.  By default, the following are already added: 

 
 CMDTEM Command Sequence with Templates 

 ALMTSR High Performance Alarms 

 NDA  Network Database, All Access 

 

5.1.12 Adding Layered Products 

 

Referring to the Program Configuration Sheets, add layered products as required using the list below. The 

command file will display the following prompt: 

 
Enter the name of the licensed product to add: 

 
Enter the abbreviation as it appears in the list below for the layered product in response to the prompt.  To terminate 

this process, enter Return in response to the above prompt.  

 
Abbreviation  Layered Product Name 

 
         EDR       Event Data Recording 

          HHSCAN   Qnet (Host to Host Communications) 

          KMC        KMC Mapboard 

          LDFCST    Short-Term Load Forecasting 

          LDMGM4    Load Management 4 

          MBOARD    CIS/QEI Mapboard 

          MESSAG    Message Display 

          VOICE     DECtalk Auto Dialer 

          OUTAGE    Outage Accounting 

          DISTURB    Disturbance Analysis 

          SCS     Worldview System Configuration Status 

          IED      Intelligent Electronic Device Support 

          QSQL      Quics IV SQL interface 

          ODA      Open Data Access 

          MSP      Multispeak 

          QEDT      Plus Editors (QEDITOR) 
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          PLY      OTS/Playback 

         BSRV      Alarm Bell Server 

          SSRV      EM5217 Network Screen Server 

          IPN      Scantasks over TCP/IP 

          ODBC      Open Database Connectivity 

          ALL     All Layered Products 

 

5.1.13 Editing Config.XXXXA 

 

 The command file will then prompt for whether or not to edit the config.xxxxa(b) file. 

 

Wish to edit Config.XXXXA(B): 

 
If the response is ‘Y’, the command file will prompt for responses to more queries.  If the response is ‘N’, the 

command file will skip ahead to the next section. 

 
 To respond to the following queries, refer to the Program Configuration Document provided with the ystem. 

 

Extend screen SDBs for Worldview to [63] >: 

 
 Take the default response [return] to answer the above query. 

 
Dual computer Configuration? [YES] >: 

 
 If the system is a dual master station, take the default response.  If the system is a single master station, select ‘N’ 

 for No. 

 
SCADA HOSTA node name? [HOSTA::] >: 

 
SCADA HOSTB node name? [HOSTB::] >: 

 
 Based on the Program Configuration Sheets, enter the host names in response to the two (2) above prompts. 

 

Enable Tag Guarantees? [] >: 

 
 Tag Guarantees are currently disabled in Worldview.  Respond ‘N’ to this query. 

 

Enter number of multi headed displays >: 

 
 If the Master Station has multiple displays, enter the number of displays it has.  Multiple means two (2) displays 

 or more.  If the Master Station has only one (1) display, respond with [return]. 

 
At this point, the creation/editing of the config.XXXXA(B) file is complete. 

 

5.1.14 Option Run Command File Editing 

 
 First, the command file will search for an existing option run command file.  If one is not found, a new file will be 

 created and the command file will exit.  In the case of an existing option run command file, the command file will 

 now prompt as to whether or not the option run command file must be edited. 
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Do you wish to edit option run command file? (DEFAULT:Y): 

 
 If the response is ‘Y’ to the above prompt, the command file will ask for a new ident and a description of the 

 changes about to be made.  The command file will display the current ident of the file for reference and a change 

 description must be entered in order to continue with the editing process. 

 
Once all information has been entered, the actual file editing process can begin. 

 
5.2 Layered Product Configuration 

 
The following layered products are available in the system: 

 
 Master/Slave Alarm Suppression 

 Command Sequencing with Templates 

 Event Data/SOE/LM Recording 

 Qnet (Host to Host Communications) 

 KMC Mapboard 

 CIS/QEI Mapboard 

 Message Display 

 DECtalk Auto Dialer 

 WWV Clock  

 Load Management 4 

 Load Forecasting 

 Network Database Access 

 Outage Accounting 

 RTU Table Upload/Download. 

 
Note: If @SYSCONFIG was done correctly then the following commands would already be entered in 

OPTTSK.COM & OPTRUN.COM. 

 
5.2.1 Master/Slave Alarm Suppression 

 
 To enable Master/Slave Alarm Suppression: 

 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Master/Slave Alarm Suppression startup 

command files. 

 Add the Master/Slave editor to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 

 Name: SLAVED 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Master/Slave Alarm Suppression Editor 

 Type:  S 

 
Use document AS-2000 (Master Slave Alarm Suppression) for additional information. 

 
5.2.2 Command Sequencing with Templates 

 
 To enable Command Sequencing with Templates: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Command Sequencing Templates startup command 
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files. 

 

 Add the Command Sequence editor to the system via the USERED display as follows:  

 

 Name: CMDSEQ 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Command Sequence Editor 

 Type:  S 

 
 Add the Calculations Templates editor to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 

 Name: TPLATE 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Calculations Template Editor 

 Type:  S 

 
 Add the Matrix Editor to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 

 Name: MATRIX 

 Class  2 

 Description: Matrix Editor 

 Type: S 

 Add the Load Control Set Editor to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 
 Name: LCSDEF 

  Class: 2 

  Description: Load Control Set Editor 

  Type: S 

 
 Use document CS-2000 (Command Sequencing w-Templates) for additional  information. 

 
5.2.3 Event Data/SOE Recording 

 
 To enable Event Data, Sequence of Events or Load Management recording: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Event Data Recording startup command files. 

 

 Set the "Event Data Recording" and/or the "SOE Data Recording" and/or the “Load Management Data 

Recording" flags via INIFIL (see section 12 SCADA Data Base Initialization). 

 
 Use document ED-2000 (Event Data Rec)for additional information. 

 
5.2.4 Qnet (Host to Host Communications) 

 
 To enable the Qnet product: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Qnet startup command files and define the required 

data in CONFIG.X 
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 Add the Remote Scan List Editor to the system via the USERED display as       follows: 

 

 Name: HSLIST 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Remote Scan List Editor 

 Type:  C 

 
 Use document QN-920-1 (Q-Net Configuration Guide) for additional information. 

 
5.2.5 KMC/CIS/QEI Mapboards 

 
 To enable either KMC or QEI/CIS mapboard: 

 
 Define one or more mapboard ports in CONFIG.X. 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the KMC or MBOARD startup command files. 

 

 Add the mapboard editors to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 

 Name: MBEDIT 

 Class  2 

 Description: Mapboard Editor 

 Type:  S 

 

 
 Name: MBTEST 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Mapboard Test Display 

 Type:  S 

 Use document MB-2000 (Mapboard Driver Software) for additional information. 

 
5.2.6 EXTERNAL Clock 

 
 To enable the External clock: 

 
 Define a port and baud rate in CONFIG.X. 

 Define the External clock status point. 

 Enter the External clock status point name on the SYSPAR editor. 

 
Note: For Heathkit WWV clocks, any point name may be used. For Spectrum WWV clocks the status 

point must be defined with the name SYS$, WWVSPC. For Arbiter GPS clocks the status point must be 

defined with arb in the name, as in SYS$, EXTARB. 

 
Use document CLK-2000 (WWV Clock Handler) for additional information. 

 
5.2.7 Load Management 4 
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To enable Load Management 4: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Load Management 4 startup command files..   

 

 Add the Load Management 4 editors to the system via the USERED display.   

 

The editors are as follows: 

 
NAME         CLASS         TYPE  DESCRIPTION  

Common Load Management Editors 

LDMBPD 003   S BILLING POINT DEMAND EDITOR 

LDMCON 003   S CONNECTIVITY EDITOR 

LDMTOD 003   S TIME OF DAY STRATEGY EDITOR 

 

Regulator Control Editors 

LDMREG 003   S REGULATOR GROUP EDITOR 

LDMSTR 003   S STRATEGY EDITOR 

LDMDVR 003   S DEFAULT VOLTAGE REGULATOR ED 

 

Load Shedding Editors 

LDMCST 003  S CONTROL SET EDITOR 

LDMSTR 003   S STRATEGY EDITOR 

LDMDLS 003   S DEFAULT LOAD SHED EDITOR 

 
Power Factor Control Editors 

LDMFPF 003   S FEEDER POWER FACTOR EDITOR 

LDMCAP 003    S CAPACITOR SET EDITOR 

LDMBPF 003   S BILLING POINT POWER FACTOR ED 

 
Billing Meter and Load Survey Editors 

LDMBME 003   S BILLING METER EDITOR 

LDMSME 003   S LOAD SURVEY EDITOR 

LDMTOU 003   S TIME OF USE EDITOR 

 

Radio Tone Editors 

LDMRTF 003  S RADIO TONE FREQUENCY EDITOR 

LDMRTS 003  S RADIO TONE SEQUENCE EDITOR 

 

LDMDLC      002  S  DISTRIBUTION LINE CARRIER EDITOR 

LOCATE      002  C  LOCATE DEVICE DISPLAY 

 

Enter a load management interval on the SYSPAR editor. 

 

For a time-shared radio channel, complete the timeshare parameters and WWV clock sections of the SYSPAR 

editor. 

 

Use document LM-2000 (Load Mgmt Database Preparation) for additional information. 

 
5.2.8 Message Display 
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To enable the Message display: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Message Display startup command files. 

 

 Add the Message Display to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 
 Name: MESSAG 

 Class:  2  

 Description: Message Display 

 Type:  C 

 

 Use document ME-2000 (Message Display) for additional information. 

 
5.2.9 DECtalk Auto Dialer 

 
 To enable the DECtalk Auto Dialer product: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Auto Dialer startup command files. 

 

 Add the Audio Message Editor to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 
 Name: AUDIO 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Audio Message Editor 

 Type:  S 

 Add the Phone Number Editor to the system via the USERED display as follows: 

 
 Name: PHONE 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Phone Number Editor 

 Type:  S 

 

 Add the following command line to OPTTSK.COM to define the DECtalk port: 

 
 DEF/GR DECTALKn   XXXX:

where n is either 1 or 2.  Unit 1 must be defined whereas 2 is only defined when redundant units are 

being used, and XXXX:  is the name of the port to which  the unit is connected. 

 
  Use document VM-2000 (DECTalk Auto Dialer) 05 for additional information. 

 
5.2.10 Load Forecasting 

 
 To enable Load Forecasting: 

 

 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the Load Forecasting startup command files. 

 

 Add the following Load Forecasting editors to the system via the USERED display.  
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 The editors are as follows: 

 
 NAME         CLASS          TYPE DESCRIPTION 

 
 WEAHOU 002   S           HOURLY WEATHER DATA EDITOR 

 WEADAY 002   S DAILY WEATHER DATA EDITOR 

 LOADF 002    S LOAD FORECAST EDITOR 

 

Use document LF-2000 (Short-Term Load Forecasting) for additional information. 

 

5.2.11 Outage Accounting 

 
 To enable Outage Accounting: 

 Add the following command lines to the OPT command  files: 
 Command File  Command Line 

 

 OPTTSK   @MG:[OUTAGE.INSTALL]OUTTSK 

 OPTRUN   @MG:[OUTAGE.INSTALL]OUTRUN 

  
 Add the following editor to the system via the USERED display 

 

 Name: EQUIP 

 Class:  2 

 Description: Equipment Editor 

 Type:  S 

 

Use document EA-122 (Operations and Outage Accounting) for additional information. 

 
5.2.12 RTU Table Upload/Download 

 
 To enable RTU Table Upload/Download: 

 

 Add the following command lines to the OPT command  files: 

 
 Command File  Command Line 

 OPTRUN   @MG:[INSTALL]TBLSRV 

 
5.2.13 WorldView 

 
 To enable the WorldView software: 

 

 In CONFIG.node add the following command lines: 

 
 $ DEF/GR/NOLOG WMP$DISPLAY node::0.0 

 $ DEF/GR/NOLOG WMP$MODE WORLD                

 $ DEF/GR/NOLOG HIERARCHICAL_VIEWS Y          

 $ DEF/GR/NOLOG WMP$VERSION R2          

 $ DEF/GR/NOLOG WMP_NOTES WMP$MAP_DATA:   
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5.2.14 Master Station Scantasks over IP 

 
 To enable Master Station Scantasks over IP: 

 

 Add the following command lines to the OPT command  files: 

 
 Command File  Command Line 

 OPTTSK  @MG:[IPNET.INSTALL]IPNTSK 

 
 Add the following editor to the system via the USERED display 

 
 Name: IPNMAP 

 Class:  2 

 Description: IP NETWORK INTERFACE MAPPING TABLE  

 Type:  S 

 
 Use document IP-2000 (Master Station Scantasks over IP) for additional information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.15 ODA 

 
 To enable ODA: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the ODA startup command files. 

 
                 Use document ODA-2000 (Open Data Access) for additional information. 

 

5.2.16 MultiSpeak Server 

 
 To enable MultiSpeak: 

 
 Edit the options command files to enable execution of the MultiSpeak startup command files. 

 
           Use document MS-2000 (MultiSpeak Server) 05 for additional information. 

 
6. Q WINDOWS DISPLAY CONFIGURATION 

 
A single display station may have any number of QWindow screens defined. The systems currently support 2 

types of graphics terminal; the server terminal and pcs.  Since 99.99% of our the systems use pc graphics we will 

cover only pc graphics. 

 
6.1 Configure Manual eXcursion Session Startup 

 
 Note: The session manager being used is generic and should not be used to define scada  applications. Use this 

 one to unzip and copy the default session manager. After the default  session manager has been configured it 

 will be used by the manual session startup. 
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Step 1 in creating a manual session startup for eXcursion is to create an alias. Start the eXcursion control panel 

and select the “Accounts” tab as shown in the following image. Enter an account alias, the ip address of the host 

machine, a user name (usually scada) and the password for the user (usually scada). Press “Add” to save. The 

newly created alias should now be in the list of account aliases. 

 

 
 

Step 2 as shown in the following image is creating the application alias. Select the “Applications” tab and enter 

an application alias, enter “sys$system:decw$session” as the command, the account alias created for  the specific 

host machine and press Add. The newly created alias should now be in the list of application aliases. The 

application can be launched from here by pressing Run. An application can also be launched by right clicking 

eXcursion on the taskbar, selecting applications then the desired application. 
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6.2 Configure Scada Session  

 
We need the Session Manager to define the SCADA applications.  A default SCADA session manager has 

already been downloaded from the release cd to the MG:[UTILITIES] directory. From the Applications list 

select "DECterm".  A DECterm window is now created which contains a DCL prompt with the current host 

name “HOSTA”. Unzip it and copy it to MG:[SCADA] using the following commands. 

 
SET DEF MG:[UTILITIES] 

UNZIP VUE$PROFILE.ZIP 

COPY MG:[UTILITIES] VUE$PROFILE.VUE$DAT MG:[SCADA] 

 
A restart of the session manager is needed to use the default session manager. 

 

6.3 Menu Bar Definition 

 
Any pulldown menu can be added to the Session Manager's menu bar. This is accomplished by selecting "Menu 

Bar" from the "Options" pulldown menu.   

 
The following window is created. 
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Figure 10-3 Menu Bar Window 

 

This window contains two lists. The list on the left is a list of all the pulldown menus which are available for this 

session.  The list on the right is a list of the pulldown menus currently displayed on the Session Manager's 

window. 

 

To add a new pulldown menu, use the mouse to select the menu item from the list on the left.  An arrow 

pushbutton pointing right is now displayed.  Use the mouse to select the arrow.  The menu entry is now moved 

to the list on the right. Select SCADA to be added to the menu bar.  

 

A pulldown menu item can be removed from the Session Manager's window by using the mouse to select the 

item from the list on the right and then selecting the arrow pushbutton pointing left. 

 

Any number of items may be added/removed from the Session Manager's window.   

 

To save the changes made, use the mouse to select the "OK" pushbutton.  This will save the changes and remove 

the Menu Bar window. 

 

If you do not wish to save the changes, select the "CANCEL" pushbutton.  In this case all the changes made will 

be disregarded and Menu Bar window removed. 

 
6.4 Automatic Startup Definition 

 
The automatic startup list contains the names of the items which will be started automatically when the 

session is created (i.e. when you log into the SCADA account). 

 

To define the autostart list, use the mouse to select the "Options" pulldown menu on the Session 

Manager's window.  From the Options list select the "Automatic Startup..." entry.  The following 

window is displayed: 
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Figure 9-4 Automatic Startup Window 

 
The above window contains 2 lists.  The one on the left is a list of all the applications available for this session.  

The list on the right is a list of all the applications that will start automatically when a session is created. 

 

Any number of applications can be added to the automatic startup list.  This is accomplished by using the mouse 

to select the item from the list on the left.  Each item selected is added to the bottom of automatic startup list on 

the right. 

To remove an item from the automatic startup list, select that item from the list on the right.  An arrow 

pushbutton pointing left is displayed.  Select the left arrow to remove the item from the automatic startup list. To 

order the selected item in the list, select the up or down arrow pushbutton. 

 

Once you have completed setting up the automatic startup list, use the mouse to select "OK".  This will save the 

changes and remove the automatic startup window. 

To quit the changes, use the mouse to select the "CANCEL" pushbutton.  This will disregard all changes made 

and remove the automatic startup window. 

 
The following SCADA applications can be added to the automatic startup: 

 
Screen n where n is the screen number (ONLY the screens assigned to that machine for the specific user). 

 
6.5 Optional Qualifiers 

 
The Optional Qualifiers must be modified for all QWindow Screens. This is accomplished by selecting the 

"Applications" pulldown menu and selecting the 3 dots "..." which are displayed to the right of each application 

entry. 

   

An Optional Qualifiers window is displayed.  The following is an example of the Optional Qualifiers window. 
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Figure 9-5 Optional Qualifier Window 

 
All SCADA applications must run detached.  This is accomplished by using the mouse to select "Detached". 

 
To save the definition, select the "SAVE" pushbutton followed by "CANCEL".  If you do not wish to 

maintain the changes, select "CANCEL".  In either case the Optional Qualifiers window is removed. 

 
6.6 Saving the Changes 

 
The changes made in the sections above must be saved to make them permanent.  This is accomplished by using 

the mouse to select the "Options" pulldown menu on the Session Managers' window.  From this list select "Save 

Session Manager".  All changes are now permanent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.   Users 
 

Users refer to all except the scada user. 

 
7.1  User Directories 

 
Before the creating users, user directories must be created and populated with the necessary files. In a decterm 

enter the following commands: (PC1 is the user in this example) 

 

 HOSTA> CREATE/DIR    MG:[PC1] 

 HOSTA> SET DEF MG:[SCADA] 

 HOSTA> COPY LOGIN.COM, VUE$PROFILE.VUE$DAT MG:[PC1] 

 
Repeat the commands for each user as required by the program configuration specification. 

 
7.2 Adding a VMS User 
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Interactive OpenVMS users are created by copying the scada user to the new user. Each account is assigned a 

unique user identification code (UIC). These identifiers appear as numeric characters consisting of a group 

identifier and a member identifier in octal (for example, [000201,000000]). 000201 being the group identifier 

and 000000 the member identifier. The term octal refers to the octal numeral system is a base-8 number system, 

thus 8 and 9 cannot be used as a member identifier. A group is all users, including the owner, who have the same 

group number in their UIC’s as the object's owner and have like duties and responsibilities. 

 
The AUTHORIZE utility is used to add users in VMS. Enter the following commands to set your 

default directory to SYS$SYSTEM and invoke AUTHORIZE: 

 
HOSTA> SET DEF SYS$SYSTEM 

HOSTA> RUN AUTHORIZE 

 
Use the SHOW/INDENTFIER command to view the UIC for existing users on the system. This is critical as 

UIC’s must be unique. Running the SHOW/INDENTFIER * will return all users on the system. The results will 

look similar the following output. 

 
UAF> SHOW/INDENTFIER * 

  Name                              Value                    Attributes 

  BATCH                             %X80000001 

  CML$SERVER            [000376,000366] 

  DECNETV                    [000376,177777] 

  DECW$WS_QUOTA      %X80010001 

    DECWINDOWS              %X80000007 
  DEFAULT                        [000200,000200] 

  DIALUP                            %X80000002 

  DPYOB$SERVER            [000201,000005] 

  FINDM$SERVER            [000201,000006] 

  HHRS$SERVER               [000201,000004] 

  IMGDMP$PROTECT       %X90390002      RESOURCE 

  IMGDMP$READALL      %X90390001 

  INTERACTIVE                %X80000003 

  LOCAL                             %X80000004 

  MAIL$SERVER              [000376,000374] 

  MIRRO$SERVER            [000376,000367] 

  NDA$SERVER                 [000201,000003] 

  NDA_EXEC                     %X80010004 

  NDA_READ                     %X80010002 

  NDA_WRITE                   %X80010003 

  NET$DECLAREOBJECT       %X91F50005      DYNAMIC 

  NET$DECNETACCESS         %X91F50007      DYNAMIC 

  OP                                [000201,000001] 

  SCADA                            [000201,000000] 

  QNET$SERVER              [000201,000002] 

  TCPIP$LD_BKR              [003655,000015] 

  TCPIP$LPD                      [003655,000005] 

  TCPIP$METRIC              [003655,000010] 

  TCPIP$NFS                      [003655,000016] 

  TCPIP$NFSLCK              [003655,000021] 

  TCPIP$NOBODY            [003375,000001] 

  TCPIP$NTP                     [003655,000006] 

  TCPIP$PCNFS                 [003655,000020] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Numeral_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radix
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  TCPIP$TFTP                    [003655,000022] 

  TCPIP$XDM                    [003655,000023] 

  VMS$SATELLITE  %X8000000A      DYNAMIC 

  VPM$SERVER                [000376,000370] 

 
Before you begin adding users you need to look at the show/identifier * output to determined which UIC’s are 

already used. The scada system users group is 000201, so you should look for all users in this group and 

eliminate any member identifiers that are currently in use. In the sample output the next available UIC for group 

000201 is [000201,000007]. 

 
While still in the authorize utility enter the following commands to create the user PC1 with an UIC of 

[000201,000007] , point to its directory, set its password to scada and assign all necessary rights and privileges. 

 
HOSTA> SET DEF SYS$SYSTEM 

HOSTA> RUN AUTHORIZE 

UAF> copy scada pc1/dir=[pc1]/uic=[201,7]/password=scada/account=pc1/owner=pc1 

UAF> grant/id nda_exec PC1 

UAF> grant/id nda_write PC1 

UAF> grant/id nda_read PC1 

 
Create the user PC2 with an UIC of [000201,000010] and assign all necessary rights and privileges. 

Remember, 8 and 9 cannot be used as member identifiers. 

 
UAF> copy scada pc2/dir=[pc2]/uic=[201,10]/password=scada/account=pc2/owner=pc2 

UAF> grant/id nda_exec PC2 

UAF> grant/id nda_write PC2 

UAF> grant/id nda_read PC2 

 
7.3 Network Proxy 

 
A proxy account permits an authorized user from a remote node to log in to a local node, as if the user owned an 

account on the local node. Proxy accounts are created and maintained using the Authorize utility 

(AUTHORIZE). If it is a dual server configuration a network proxy must be set on both servers. 

 
HOSTA> SET DEF SYS$SYSTEM 

HOSTA> RUN AUTHORIZE 

UAF> ADD /proxy HOSTA::PC1 SCADA/DEF 

UAF> ADD /proxy HOSTB::PC1 SCADA/DEF 

UAF> ADD /proxy HOSTA::PC2 SCADA/DEF 

UAF> ADD /proxy HOSTB::PC2 SCADA/DEF 

 
7.4 TCPIP Communication proxy 

 
A communication proxy provides an identity for remote users of RSH, RLOGIN, RMT/RCD, and LPD. For 

each host, be sure to define the host name and any aliases. Proxy entries are case sensitive. Be sure to use the 

appropriate case when adding entries for remote users. Enter the ADD  PROXY command as follows: 

 
TCPIP ADD PROXY PC1 /REMOTE_USER=PC1 /HOST=("HOSTA","HOSTB") 

TCPIP ADD PROXY PC2 /REMOTE_USER=PC2 /HOST=("HOSTA","HOSTB") 

 
7.5  eXcursion Users 
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Specific users will be assigned specific screens. To assign specific screens, use the mouse to select the 

Applications pulldown menu from the Session Managers' window.  From the Applications list select 

"DECterm".  A DECterm window is now created which contains a DCL prompt with the current host name 

“HOSTA” 

 
The session on the SCADA account must be terminated.  This is accomplished by using the mouse to select the 

"Session" pulldown menu on the Session Manager's window.  Now from the list displayed select "End Session". 

 A confirmation window is displayed from which you must select the "YES" pushbutton. 

 

After all the windows are closed start the eXcursion control panel and select the “Accounts” tab. Change the 

user name to the user for which the session is being configured. Press the “Modify” button. Select the 

“Applications” tab, change the account alias and press the “Modify” button. Then 

start the session by pressing the “Run” button. The current logged on user can be verified starting a decterm and 

issuing the following command: 

  
HOSTA$ SHOW DEF 

 
If the user name is PC1 the response from the show def command will be:  MG:[PC1] 

 

Complete the set up by repeating the steps from 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 using the configuration sheets. 

 
8.  SCADA Database  

 
8.1 Initialization 

The program INIFIL initialize parameters in the database which pertain to the following areas: 

 
- printer features 

- screen features 

- password defaults 

- event data and SOE data recording 

  - load management, alarm and note logging 

 

From a Decterm Prompt, type 

   
  HOSTA> RUN MG:[I64.IMAGE] I_INIFIL  

 
For most cases, take the default responses to all questions. Refer to the program configuration Document for 

exact system requirements. 

 
See chapter 29 – Initializing System Parameters in document SM2000 (System Manager’s Guide ). 

 

Reboot the system after running the INIFIL program. 

 
8.2 Restoration 
 

To restore a customer database after rebooting the system: (process assumes customer database is located at mg: 

[database]) 

 
1. Login as SCADA 

2. If on the system console, disable opcom messages with “reply/disable” 

3. @mg: [install] kill      ! kill SCADA 
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4. Stop dbr    ! stop dbr process 

5. set def mg: [database]  ! go to database directory 

6. delete *.*;*   ! delete all files   

7. set def mg: [wmap. database]       

8. delete […] *.*.* 

9. repeat #7 until all files deleted set def sys$login 

10. backup/log/ignore=(label, interlock) <tape>:system. bck/save <target disk>:[*…]*- 

11. /select=([aworking.database]*.dat;, [aworking.wmap.database…]*.*;) 

      12. edit mg: [database] proc.dat to set correct processor designation 

 
In order for ICCP and IPNMAP to function correctly certain files need to be expanded. By rote 

these files are expanded now. Enter the following commands to do this. 

 
@mg:[install]kill 

 Set def online  

FILCRT extend/size=100 156 

FILCRT extend/size=400 157 

FILCRT extend/size=400 158 

FILCRT extend/size=400 159 

FILCRT extend/size=400 160   

FILCRT extend/size=400 161 

FILCRT extend/size=100 162 

FILCRT extend/size=100 163 

FILCRT extend/size=100 176 

FILCRT EXTEND/SIZE=100000 154 

FILCRT EXTEND/SIZE=768 10 

 
Reboot the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
9. PC Workstation Configuration 

 
PC workstations are the primary means of interfacing with the hp integrity servers. This is done by way of 

terminal emulation software such as Putty (free). They also run WorldView 2000, oda client, etc. in support of 

the TDMS software. 

 
9.1 Hardware Installation 

 
Any hardware (memory, NIC’s, etc.) that must be installed should be installed prior to power-up of the PC. 

 
Refer to the Program Configuration Documentand all Parts Lists to determine requirements and locations. 

 
9.2 Operating System Installation and Configuration 

 
If necessary, install the operating system as per the instructions provided with the PC documentation package.  

Specific configuration issues will be discussed as part of the Application Software installation, below. User names 

and passwords should be setup per Program Configuration Sheets. 
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9.3 Software Installation and Configuration 

 
Any QEI software (Plus Editors, Worldview 2000, Configwiz, etc.) as well as any third party purchased software 

(SQL Server, Office, etc.) must be installed and configured as per the Program Configuration Document provided 

with the system. For purchased software titles, refer to the included documentation for installation and configuration 

assistance. 

 
The sections that follow describe the steps necessary to install and configure QEI provided software as well as third 

party software that requires special considerations (Excursion) on PC Workstations on a Master Station network. 

 
9.4  Software Installation on PC Workstation 

 
Load the CD-ROM. If the autorun feature is enabled the installation process will begin. If it does not  you can use 

the Windows “Run” program and start the installation manually by browsing the cd and selecting either “setup” or 

“install”.  

 
9.5 HP eXcursion 

 
After installing eXcursion the QEI fonts must be installed. They will be unzipped into the default eXcursion 

directory, C:\WIN32APP.  

 
They must then be added to the active font’s path. This is done by launching the eXcursion Control Panel and 

selecting the fonts tab. In the drop down box in the “New Fonts Path Elements” section select the drive on which 

eXcursion is installed and click search. When the search is completed the lower pane will display all the fonts 

found will be listed. Highlight the C:\win32app\xcursion\fonts\qei directory. The selected directory will move to 

the add pane. Press “Add” to move them to the “Active Fonts Path Elements” section. Using the “Move Up” 

button move it to the top and press “Apply”. 

 

 

 

 
9.6 TCP/IP Configuration 

 
Referring to the Program Configuration Sheets, the following parameters on the PCs: 

 
 Domain:   N/A 

 Workgroup:  Customer Name or Location 

 IP Address:  As per Program Config. Sheets 

 Subnet Mask:  As per Program Config. Sheets 

 Default Gateway:  As per Program Config. Sheets 

 Host PC Name:  As per Program Config. Sheets 

 
As a way to easily identify the PC, rename the computer icon on the desktop to the PC name. 

 
Reboot the PC. 
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APPENDIX A 

 
Program Configuration Specification Document 
 

This appendix contains a sample of the Program Specification Document. This is the document that the system 

engineer fills out to specify the software configuration required for the system.   
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The following are some notes on how to use this document. 

 
HEADER section on all pages 

 TITLE:  Document title - Program Configuration Specifications, followed by system number. 

 CUSTOMER: The ultimate end user. 

 S.O.# : Sales Order number. 

 DWN.: System Engineer, followed by date. 

 

PAGE 1: General Information 
Includes system type, end user with contact information, consultant (if needed), system engineer and sales order 

number 

 
PAGE 2: TDMS-PLUS Server Information 

 Server details 

1. Assigned server names 

2. Number of processors, speed and cache 

3. Installed memory 

4. Number of hard drives, size speed and type 

5. Backup devices  

6. Number of network interfaces  

 
            Licensed products to be installed on the server(s) (indicated by check mark) 

 Time zone information (indicated by check mark) 

 Enable/disable NTP time (indicated by check mark) 

 Enable/disable DST (indicated by check mark) 

  
It will also include information if any server other than a TDMS-PLUS server is to installed along with any 

licensed products to be installed as indicated by check mark. 

  
PAGE 3: SCADA Software Information 
Baseline products are installed on all systems as indicated by the check mark. The version information for each 

should be entered. 

 
Additional Layered Products and Scans Tasks are to be installed by request as indicated by a check mark. The 

version information for each should be entered as installed. 

 
Custom Software should be listed and the specifications and description attached at the end of the Program 

Configuration Specifications document. 

 
PAGE 4: TCPIP Network Information 

 The columns in the table on this page contain the following information: 

 Loc. is where the device on that line is physically located. (See System Drawing)  

 Node Name is the assigned name of the node on that line. 

 Description describes the node on that line 

 1 is the first octet of the tcpip network address of the node on that line 

 2 is the second octet of the tcpip network address of the node on that line 

 3 is the third of the tcpip network address of the node on that line 

 4 is the fourth octet of the tcpip network address of the node on that line 

 Comments/MAC Address 
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PAGE 5: DECNET Network Information 
 The columns in the table for DCENET contain the following information: 

 Loc. is where the device on that line is physically located. (See System Drawing) 

 Node Name is the assigned name of the device on that line. 

 Description describes the node on that line.  

 1 is the area number of the DECNET network address of the node on that line 

 2 is the node number of the DECNET network address of the node on that line 

 Comments/MAC Address 

 
PAGE 5: Qwindows Screen Assignments 

 The columns in the table for screen assignments contain the following information: 

 Loc. is where the device on that line is physically located. (See System Drawing) 

 Node Name is the assigned name of the device on that line. 

 Description describes the node on that line.  

 1 is screen 1 of 3 to be configured for the node on that line 

 2 is screen 2 of 3 to be configured for the node on that line 

 3 is screen 3 of 3 to be configured for the node on that line 

 Comments/Auto-Start # references the screen to be configured as the screen started automatically when 

opening eXcursion  

 
PAGE 5: Logger Assignments 

 The columns in this table contain the following printer information: 

 Loc. is where the device on that line is physically located. (See System Drawing) 

 Node Name is the assigned name of the printer on that line. 

 Description describes the printer on that line.  

 Speed for the printer on that line 

 Type provides the printer type 

 Port refers the actual port on the device to which it is connected 

 Comments 

 
PAGE 6: COMM Line Summary (RS232 Via terminal Servers) 

 The columns in this table contain RS232 comm line information: 

 CL # is the communication line assignment for the rtu on that line. 

 Protocol is the name rules that define the behavior of the connection 

 Description/RTU Listing describes the device on that line.  

 Speed represents the speed at which the device on that line communicates 

 Type is one of three types that can be attributed to a comm line. (See notes) 

 Port refers the actual port on the device to which it is connected 

 Comments 

 
PAGE 7: COMM Line Summary (IP based Scan Tasks) 

 The columns in this table contain comm line information based on IP Scan Tasks: 

 CL # is the communication line assignment for the RTU on that line. 

 Protocol is the name of the rules that define the behavior of the connection 

 Description describes the RTU on that line.  

 1 is the first octet of the tcpip network address of the RTU on that line 

 2 is the second octet of the tcpip network address of the RTU on that line 

 3 is the third of the tcpip network address of the RTU on that line 

 4 is the fourth octet of the tcpip network address of the RTU on that line 

 Comments 
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PAGE 8: Workstation Information 
 Workstation Details 

 Assigned host names 

 Number of processors, speed and cache 

 Installed memory 

 Number of hard drives, size speed and type 

 Video devices  

 Number of network interfaces  

 
Licensed products to be installed on the workstations (indicated by check mark) 

  
PAGE 9: Account Passwords 

 The columns in the passwords table list the passwords for each user by operating system: 

 Type is the operating system where the user account is created  

 Description describes the account on that line.  

 Password is the password assigned to the account on that line 

 Comments 

 

 
PAGE 9: General Notes 
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APPENDIX B 

 
Hardware Installations 

 
Serial Port Connectors 

 
 The serial port connectors consist of two 9-pin D-subminiature connectors. Table B-7 lists their pin assignments. 

 

 The baud rates supported by  the system’s serial ports are 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 

7200, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115,200. The serial ports have signals for full MODEM control. Refer to your 

operating system information to confirm which of the baud rates from the preceding list your operating system 

supports. 

 

9-PIN Serial Port Pinouts 
 

DB9 PIN SIGNAL FUNCTION CABLE/CONNECTOR P/Ns 

1 DCD Data carrier detect 6CAP-1                       40-056798-001 

2 RXD Receive data 6CAP27-1                   40-056946-001 

3 TXD Transmit data RJ45 TO DB25M       10-056800-001 

4 DTR Data terminal ready RJ45 TO DB25F         10-056801-001 

5 GND Ground RJ45 TO DB9M         10-056802-001 

6 DSR Data set ready RJ45 TO DB9F           10-056803-001 

7 RTS Request to send  

8 CTS Clear to send  

9 RI Ring indicator  

  Table B-8 shows the port mapping used by the Open VMS operating system. 

 

Open VMS Port Mapping 

 
Console Variable Value 

 

DEVICE GRAPHICS SERIAL SERIAL 

Graphics head monitor OPA0 N/A  

COM1 OPA1 OPA0 TTA0 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Networking Configuration and Notes 

 
A) The VMS operating system must be fine-tuned before the network is fine-tuned. This will have to done after the 

system is configures with standard configuration. By using the MONITOR utility and observing the PAGE FAULT 

parameters. If it is excessive during normal operations the following parameters on the UAF SCADA account will 

have to be increased Jtquota and Wsquo. Also the Globalpages parameter in the MODPARAMS.DAT file will have 

to be increased at least by 10000 and the AUTOGEN utility should be run after the changes are made. 

 
B) When the nodes are registered with the decnet_register utility, the TP4 and NSP should be defined in the address 

tower protocol and selector values. This is important because several of our applications are using DECNET  IV as 

application protocol, in particular FSEND and FRECIV. If this is not done for both nodes the network will still work 

but with unpredictable results.  

 
C) If problems persist with the network after the above steps the following parameters can be fine tuned: 

 
1) “maximum transmit and receive window” it has a default value of 20 and can be increased to 100. 

This is a variable that controls the number of data segments that can be transmitted over the 

particular transport connection before at list one acknowledgement is returned from the destination 

system. A larger number eliminates the wait states that where observed on the PUBLIC WORKS 

system. The value should be the same for the OSI transport and foe the NSP transport layers. 

 
2) Two other parameters, the ”delay factor” and the “delay weight” can be manipulated for fine tuning 

the network, but they effect only the time it takes for the network to settle to its normal operation 

and effect only the transient network response. NCL scripts are attached as examples of how to 

manipulate these variables. Their value can be different for the OSI and for the NSP transport 

layers. 

 

 Which configuration option to perform?                                    [1]  : 

 Enter the directory services to use on the system                 [LOCAL]  : 

 Enter the full name for the directory service                           [LOCAL:.PUBLB]   : 

 What is the synonym name for this node?                  [PUBLB]  : 

 Naming cache timeout value?             [30-00:00:00]  : 

 Session Control Address Update Interval?                           [10]  : 

 Naming cache checkpoint interval?                  [08:00:00]  : 

 What type of node (Endnode or Router)?            [ENDNODE]  : 

 Enter Phase IV Address                      [10:161]  : 

 Enter Phase IV Prefix               [49::]  : 

 Autoconfigure network addresses?             [YES]  : 

 DNA Address Format?           [TRUE]  : 

 

 Do you want to use segregated mode routing?            [NO]  : 

 Routing Default ES Hello Timer?              [600]  : 

 Routing ES Cache Size?               [512]  : 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-SCANCONFIG, scanning device configuration – please wait 

 Data Link name to use for EWA0 (Dexxx/TULIP)?         [CSMACD-O]  : 

 Routing Circuit Name for Data Link ‘CSMACD-O’         [CSMACD-O]  : 
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 Enable Phase IV Addressing on Routing Circuit ‘CSMACD-O’?        [YES]  : 

 
Determining DTSS timezone rules OpenVMS information… 

 

 Configure the NSP Transport?           [YES]  : 

 Do you want to replace the existing NSP transport script?                      [NO]  : 

 Maximum number of logical links?                         [200]  : 

 Maximum Transmit and Receive Window?                                     [100]  : 

 Maximum Receive Buffers?                        [4000]  : 

 NSP flow control policy (SEGMENT, NO)?                       [SEGMENT]  : 

 Configure the OSI Transport?                       [YES]  : 

 Do you want to replace the existing OSI transport script?          [NO]  : 

 Maximum number of logical links?                         [200]  : 

 Maximum Transmit and Receive Window?                                     [100]  : 

 Maximum Receive Buffers?                                    [4000]  : 

 Run OSI Applications over TCP/IP?                                   [YES]  : 

 Run DECNet over TCP/IP?                                                [YES]  : 

 Is this system operating in a mlti-protocol network?                                 [YES]  : 

 Username for OSI loopback test application to use?                        [SYSTEST]  : 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-CREDEFOSITEMPLATE, created default OSI templates  

 Do you want ot creat additional OSI templates?                       [NO]  : 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-APPLICATIONFND, application NCL script already exists 

 Replace Event Dispatcher NCL script file?            [NO]  : 

 Replace application script file?             [NO]  : 

 Load MOP on this system?            [YES]  : 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-MOPCLIENTFND, MOP client NCL script already exists 

 Replace MOP Client script file?             [NO]  : 
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Summary of Configuration 

 

Node Information: 

 
 Node Type:     ENDNODE 

 Directory services Chosen:   LOCAL 

 Primary Directory Service:   LOCAL 

 Local Full Name:    LOCAL:.PUBLB 

 Node Synonym:    PUBLB 

 Phase IV Address:    10.161 

 Phase IV Prefix:    49:: 

 Autoconfiguration of Network Addresses: Enabled 

 Session Control Address Update Interval: 10 

 Routing ESHello Timer:   600 

 Routing ES Cache Size:    512 

 

Device Information: 

 

 Device:  EWA0  (Dexxx/TULIP)  : 

    Data Link Name:  CSMACD-0 

    Routing Circuit Name:  CSMACD-0 

 

Transport Information: 

 
 NSP Transport:      Configured 

  Maximum number of logical links:  200 

  Maximum Transmit and Receive Window 100 

  Maximum Receive Buffers:   4000 

  Flow Control Policy:    Segment Flow Control 

 

 OSI Transport:      Configured 

  Maximum number of logical links:  200 

  Maximum Transmit and Receive Window 100 

  Maximum Receive Buffers:   4000 

 

Congestion Avoidance Disabled 

 
Event Dispatcher Configuration: 

 
 Sinks:    local_sink 

 Outbound Streams:  local_stream 

 Phase IV Relay:  Enabled 

 

 Do you want to generate NCL configuration scripts?                                    [YES]  : 

 

Address tower protocol and selector values: 

 
 Session:  DNA_SessionControlV2  (SC2) 

    00 13 
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 Transport:  DNA_OSItransportV1  (TP4) 

    DE CO 

 Routing:  DNA_OSInetwork  (CLNS) 

    49::00-0A:AA-00-04-00-A1-28:20  (10.161) 

 

 Session:  DNA_SessionControlV2  (SC2) 

    00 13 

 Transport:  DNA_NSP  (NSP) 

    (no selector value) 

 Routing:  DNA_OSInetwork  (CLNS) 

    49::00-0A:AA-00-04-00-A1-28:20  (10.161) 

 

 

Number of nodes reported on:  1 

 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-NODERENAMED, node successfully renamed to LOCAL:.PUBLB 

 

%NET$CONFIGURE-I-CONFIGCOMPLETED, DECnet-Plus for OpenVMS configuration completed. 

 

Configuration Options for Node PUBLB 

 
[0] Exit this Program 

[1] Perform an entire configuration 

[2] Change naming information 

[3] Configure Devices on this machine 

[4] Configure Transports 

[5]  Configure Timezone Differential Factor 

[6] Configure Event Dispatcher 

[7] Configure Application Database 

[8] Configure MOP Client Database 

[9] Configure Cluster Alias 

[10] Replace MOP Client Configuration 

 

 Which configuration option to perform?                  [0]  : 

 
********************************* decnet_register program ************************* 

 
Directory Service:  Local name file 

 

Node name:   LOCAL:.PUBLB 

Phase IV synonym:  PUBLB 

Q2Address tower protocol and selector values: 

 
 Session:  DNA_SessionControlV2  (SC2) 

    00 13 

 Transport:  DNA_OSItransportV1  (TP4) 

    DE CO 

 Routing:  DNA_OSInetwork  (CLNS) 

    49::00-0A:AA-00-04-00-A1-28:20  (10.161) 
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 Session:  DNA_SessionControlV2  (SC2) 

    00 13 

 Transport:  DNA_NSP  (NSP) 

    (no selector value) 

 Routing:  DNA_OSInetwork  (CLNS) 

    49::00-0A:AA-00-04-00-A1-28:20  (10.161) 

 

Number of nodes reported on:   1 

 

 Press Return to continue 

 

$mcr ncl 

show node 0 osi transport all 

set node 0 osi transport Maximum Transport Connections = 200 

set node 0 osi transport Maximum Receive Buffers  = 4000 

set node 0 osi transport Delay Weight    = 5 

set node 0 osi transport Delay Factor    = 4 

set node 0 osi transport Maximum Window   =100 

set node 0 osi transport Congestion Avoidance   = false 

show node 0 osi transport all 

exit 

 

$mcr ncl 

show node 0 nsp all 

set node 0 nsp Delay weight     = 3 

set node 0 nsp Delay Factor     = 2 

set node 0 nsp Maximum transport Connections   = 200 

set node 0 nsp Maximum Receive Buffers   = 4000 

set node 0 nsp Maximum Window    = 100 

show node 0 nsp all 

exit 

 

Quotas for the TCPSW Process 
 

There are times systems may have problems with resources for the TCPSW process. The following section shows you 

how to calculate the OpenVMS Quotas for the TCPSW Process 

 
The relevant OpenVMS quotas are: 

 
ASTLM: The number of asynchronous system trap (AST) requests that a user's process can have outstanding at one time 

 
BYTLM: Limits the amount of buffer space that a user's process can use. This buffer space is used  

for buffered I/O operations and for the creation of temporary mailboxes. 

 
To calculate the minimum values for these quotas, use the following rule of thumb: 

 
ASTLM = 3C + 3 

BYTLM = 25000 + 1600(2P + T) + 960C 
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where: 

C = the number of UNIQUE entries in the COMMLINE column (excluding 0) 

P = the number of UNIQUE NUMERICAL entries in the PROTOCOL column 

T = the TOTAL number of entries which have TCP for the TRANSPORT column  

 

Example: 

 COMMLINE   RTU ADDRESS   IP ADDRESS        TRANSPORT    PROTOCOL 

 1)  1             0             192.168.20 .50    TCP           3001____ 

 2) 2            0             192.168.20 .51      TCP           3001____ 

 3)  3            0             192.168.20 .50      TCP           3002____ 

 4)  4            0             192.168.20 .51      TCP           3002____ 

 5) 5           1             192.168.20 .100     TCP           DNP_____ 

 6) 5            2             192.168.20 .101    TCP           DNP_____ 

 7)  5            3             192.168.20 .102     TCP           DNP_____ 

 8)  5           4             192.168.20 .103     TCP           DNP_____ 

 9) 5           5             192.168.20 .104     UDP          DNP_____ 

10) 5             6             192.168.20 .105     UDP          DNP_____ 

11) 5             7             192.168.20 .106     UDP          DNP_____ 

12)  5             8             192.168.20 .107    UDP          DNP_____ 
13)  6            1              192.168.30 .30      TCP           MODBUS__ 

14)  7             1              192.168.30 .31      TCP           MODBUS__ 

15)  8            1              192.168.30 .32      TCP           MODBUS__ 

16)  0          0              0  .0  .0  .0       ___             ________ 

  
C = 8   P = 2    T = 11 

 
ASTLM = (3 × 8) + 3 = 27  
BYTLM = 25000 + 1600 × (4 + 11) + (960 × 8) = 25000 + 24000 + 7680 = 56680 

 

Make sure that the SCADA user has at least the above values for both ASTLM and BYTLM quotas, with some 

room for expansion: 

 

 

HOSTA>RUN AUTHORIZE 

UAF> SHOW SCADA 

 

Username: SCADA                                     Owner:  SCADA 

Account:  SCADA                              UIC:    [201,0] ([SCADA]) 

CLI:      DCL                                         Tables: DCLTABLES 

Default:  MG:[SCADA] 

LGICMD: 

Flags: 

Primary days:   Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

Secondary days:                     Sat Sun 

No access restrictions 

Expiration:            (none)    Pwdminimum:  4   Login Fails:     0 

Pwdlifetime:           (none)    Pwdchange:      (pre-expired) 
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Last Login:  8-JUN-2007 09:44 (interactive), 12-JUN-2007 13:00 (non-interactive) 

Maxjobs:         0  Fillm:       400  Bytlm:       600000 

Maxacctjobs:     0  Shrfillm:      0  Pbytlm:           0 

Maxdetach:       0  BIOlm:       200  JTquota:       4096 

Prclm:          10  DIOlm:       200  WSdef:          512 

Prio:            4  ASTlm:       400  WSquo:         4096 

Queprio:         0  TQElm:       200  WSextent:     32000 

CPU:        (none)  Enqlm:       400  Pgflquo:     500000 

 

Also make sure that the system quotas PQL_MASTLM and PQL_MBYTLM are greater than the 

calculated values, with some room for expansion: 

 

HOSTA>MC SYSGEN 

SYSGEN>  SHOW PQL_M* 

 

Parameter Name               Current    Default      Min.         Max.       Unit  Dynamic 

--------------                   -------       -------      -------      -------         ----  ------- 

PQL_MASTLM                    400           4             4          -1 Ast          D 

PQL_MBIOLM                    100            4             4          -1 I/O          D 

PQL_MBYTLM                 600000    128000    128000   -1 Bytes      D 

PQL_MCPULM                      0             0              0         -1 10Ms      D 

PQL_MDIOLM                    100            4              4         -1 I/O          D 

PQL_MFILLM                     400            2              2         -1 Files        D 

PQL_MPGFLQUOTA       512000     512000    512000  -1 Pagelets   D 

 internal value                       32000       32000     32000   -1 Pages       D 

PQL_MPRCLM                     10             0             0         -1 Processes  D 

PQL_MTQELM                      0              0             0         -1 Timers      D 

PQL_MWSDEFAULT        16384      16384     16384     -1 Pagelets 

 internal value                        1024        1024       1024     -1 Pages 

PQL_MWSQUOTA            32768      32768     32768     -1 Pagelets   D 

 internal value                        2048       2048       2048       -1 Pages      D 

PQL_MWSEXTENT        1089536     65536    65536      -1 Pagelets  D 

 internal value                      68096       4096      4096        -1 Pages      D 

PQL_MENQLM                    300           64          64          -1 Locks      D 

PQL_MJTQUOTA                  0             0             0           -1 Bytes      D 

SYSGEN> 

 
Notes: 

 
The above rule-of thumb formulae apply for a benchmark Itanium system, running VMS 8.3 with TCPIP 5.6-9  

and 4GB of memory.  

 
Base TCPSW ASTLM requirement (no sockets, no pseudo-terminals) = 3 

Base TCPSW BYTLM requirement (no sockets, no pseudo-terminals) = approx. 25000 

Each pseudo-terminal uses 3 ASTs 
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On an Itanium machine with OpenVMS 8.3, TCPIP 5.6-9 and 4GB of memory: 

 

• Each socket uses 1600 bytes of the buffered I/O count quota. 

• Each pseudo-terminal uses 960 bytes of the buffered I/O count quota 

 

These numbers will vary according to the hardware platform, OS version and memory configuration, but are  

a good worst-case estimate. 

 
    Buffer I/O byte requirement (BYTLM) 

 Per Socket Per Pseudo-Terminal 

Itanium, VMS 8.3, TCPIP 5.6-9 1600 960 

Alpha, VMS 8.3, TCPIP 5.6-9 1472 832 

Alpha, VMS 7.3, TCPIP 5.4-15 1216 640 

 
To check the current quota usage of the TCPSW process, issue this command:   

 

QEIITB>sho proc tcpsw /quota 

 
12-JUN-2007 15:08:56.30   User: SCADA            Process ID:   00000547 

                          Node: QEIITB           Process name: "TCPSW" 

 
Process Quotas: 

 Account name: SCADA 

 CPU limit:                      Infinite  Direct I/O limit:       100 

 Buffered I/O byte count quota:    548032  Buffered I/O limit:     100 

 Timer queue entry quota:              14  Open file quota:        395 

 Paging file quota:                688672  Subprocess quota:        32 

 Default page fault cluster:           64  AST quota:              273 

 Enqueue quota:                      2045  Shared file limit:        0 

 Max detached processes:                0  Max active jobs:          0 

 
If BYTLM and ASTLM are set correctly and TCPSW does not run correctly, you may also have to increase the system 

quota CHANNELCNT. 
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Appendix D 
 

Print Servers, Terminal Servers & Notes 
 

When a printer setup is required the directory MG:[REPORTS] needed. The syntax to create this 

directory is: 

 

HOSTA>CREATE/DIR MG:[REPORTS] 

 

Lantronix MPS100/ETS8PS/ETS16PS  

 
 1B) Open an MS-DOS Screen. 

 

 2B) Type “arp-s XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX YY-YY-YY-YY-YY-YY <CR> 

  Where XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX is the TCPIP address the Lantronix device will be assigned and 

YY-YY-YY-YY-YY-YY is the LSP1 Ether Address as printed on the Device. 

 

 3B) Type “arp-a <CR>” 

   

  The Windows reply should be as follows: (Note that the Ip Address will change based on customer 

site.) 

 

     IP Address              Physical Address Type 

   129.102.110.20  00-80-a3-26-23-57 Static 

 

 4B) Type “Ping XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX <CR>” 

  Where XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX is the TCPIP address the Lantronix device will be assigned. Note 

that the first ping will fail (timeout) but the remaining pings will be successful. 

 

 5B) Type “Telnet XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX <CR>” 

  Where XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX is the TCPIP address the Lantronix device will be assigned. 

 

 6B) Go to step #7 below. 

 

 7B) At the “Username” prompt enter “SCADA <CR>”. 

 

 8B) At the prompt (“Local_3>”), type “Set Priv<CR>” (or for you Unix folk, type “SU<CR>”) 

 

 9B) At the Password prompt, type “SYSTEM <CR>” 

 

 10B) At the prompt (“Local_3>>”), type “Show Service <CR>” 

 

 11B) Type “DEFINE SERVER IPADDRESS X.X.X.X <cr>” 

  Where X.X.X.X is the server IP address to be assigned to this server from the Program 

Configuration Sheets. 

 

 12B) Type “DEFINE SERVER SUB MASK 255.255.255.0 <CR>” 
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 13B) Type “DEFINE SERVER BOOTP DISABLED <CR>” 

 

 14B) Type “DEFINE SERVER RARP DISABLED <CR>” 

 

 15B) Type “SET SERVER NAME Hostname <CR>” 

 

 16B) Type “DEFINE SERVER NAME Hostname <CR>” 

 

 17B) Type “SET SERVER PROMPT” Hostname %P> “<CR>” 

Be sure that you use the double quotes around the prompt text. Be sure to use CAPITAL letters in 

the prompt  text. Also be sure that there is a space character between the > character and before you 

press the ENTER or RETURN key. 

 

18B) Type “DEFINE SERVER PROMPT” Hostname %P> “<CR>” 

Be sure that you use the double quotes around the prompt text. Be sure to use CAPITAL letters in 

the prompt  text. Also be sure that there is a space character between the > character and before you 

press the ENTER or RETURN key. 

 

 Note: Items 19B, 20B, 21B AND 22B only apply to the MPS100 

 

19B) Type “SET SERVICE Hostname_QTEXT BANNER DISABLED <CR>” 

 

20B) Type “DEFINE SERVICE Hostname_QTEXT BANNER DISABLED <CR>” 

 

21B) Type “SET SERVICE Hostname_QTEXT IDENT “MPS100 Parallel Port Text Service QEI 

”<CR>”. Be sure that you use the double quotes around the ident text. 

 

22B) Type “DEFINE SERVICE Hostname_QTEXT IDENT “MPS100 Parallel Port Text Service QEI I 

“<CR>”. Be sure that you use the double quotes around the ident text. 

 

23B) Type “INIT DELAY 0 <CR>”. This will cause the print server to reset and the Telnet connection 

will be lost. Wait 5 minutes or so for the server to reset. 

 

Lantronix ETS8P/ETS16PS – Printer Port   

 
Port 1: Username     Physical Port 1 (Job Service) 

 

Char Size/Stop Bits: 8/1    Input Speed:  9600 

Flow Ctrl:  Xon/Xoff   Output Speed:  9600 

Parity:   None    Modem Control: None 

 

Access:   Remote    Local Switch:  None 

Backward:  None    Port Name:  Port_1 

Break Ctrl:  Local    Session Limit:  4 

Forward:  None    Terminal Type:  Soft () 

 

Preferred Services: (Lat) 

   (Telnet) 
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Authorized Groups: 0 

(Current) Groups: 0 

 

Characteristics: Autoprompt   Broadcast  Loss Notify   Verify   Remote Conf   Telnet Pad 

 

 

Lantronix EDS8PR/16/32 

 

The below image is a rear view of the EDS16PR. The EDS8PR has 8 serial ports, the EDS16PR has 

16 serial ports, and the EDS32PR has 32 serial ports. All serial ports are configured as DTE and 

support baud rates up to 230,400 baud. 

 
LEDS 

Each serial port has a tansmit and a receive LED. The ethernet connector has a speed and an activity 

LEDs. In addition, the back panel has a power LED and a status LED. 
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Reset Button 
The reset button is on the back of the EDS16/32PR, to the left of the power connector. Pressing this 

button for 2-to-3 seconds reboots the EDS16/32PR and terminates all data activity occurring on the 

serial and Ethernet ports. 

 

RJ45 Port Pinouts 

 
Ethernet Port 

 

The back panel of the EDS16/32PR provides an RJ45 Ethernet port. This port can connect to an 

Ethernet (10 Mbps) or Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) network. The Speed LED on the back of the 

EDS16/32PR shows the connection of the attached Ethernet network. The EDS16/32PR can be 

configured to operate at a fixed Ethernet speed and duplex mode (half- or full-duplex) or auto-

negotiate the connection to the Ethernet network. 
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Configuration 
 
First an ip address must be assigned. This is done via the command-line interface (CLI).  

 
Using the RJ45-to-DB9Fnull modem cable that can with the unit, connect the RJ45 connector to the console port on the 

EDS device and the db9 connector to the serial port on a pc running terminal emulation software. Configure the terminal 

emulation for 9600 baud, 8-bit, no parity, 1 stop bit, and no flow control. 

 
Note: Commands at the root level (top level) of the CLI do not affect current configuration settings. 

Commands within the Enable menu (and its sub-menus) modify the EDS’s configuration. 

 
8. Enter “enable” to access the enable-level menu. 

9. Enter “configure” to enter the configuration-level menu.   

10. Enter “if 1” to display the menu for interface 1. The ip address and subnet mask can be set here by 

entering the following commands:  

 

no bootp 

no dhcp 

 ip address <ip address> <subnet mask> 

 

4.   Enter the “write” command to store and apply the current configuration into 

permanent memory. Use the exit command or ctrl-z at each level menu until you reach the enable 

menu.  

 

                  5. Type “reload” to reboot. 

 
At this point continue the configuration using the Web Manager interface. To access Web Manager: 

 
 Open a standard Web browser such as Netscape Navigator 6.x and later, Internet 

      Explorer 5.5. and later, Mozilla Suite, Mozilla Firefox, or Opera. 

 

 Enter the IP address of the EDS in the address bar. The EDS’s built-in security requires you to log in with your 

user name and password. The default user is “admin and default password is “PASS”.  

Note: Both user and password are case sensitive. 
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A successful logon will display the web managers home page, Device Status. 
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Clicking the Network link in the menu bar displays the Network Configuration page. Here 

you can change the following EDS network configuration settings: 

 
1. BOOTP and DHCP client 

2. IP address, network mask, and gateway 

3. MAC address 

4. Hostname and domain 

5. DHCP client ID 

6. Ethernet transmission speed 

 

 
 
The bottom part of this page shows the current configuration. The “After Reboot” column 

in the “Current Configuration” section of this page shows the settings that will take effect 

the next time the EDS reboots. 
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Changes to the following settings require the EDS to be rebooted before the new settings 

take effect: BOOTP Client, DHCP Client, IP Address, Network Mask, MAC Address and 

DHCP Client ID 

 

Note: Some settings in the “Current Configuration” section, such as “IP Address” and “Network Mask” have a “Delete” 

link from which you can click to delete the setting.   

 

The Line settings for each port should be set based on the program configuration document. Because all lines operate 

independently, you can specify different configuration settings for each. 

 

Line - Configuration Page 

Selecting “Line” from the menu displays the line configuration page. If you click “Configuration” at the top of one of the 

“Line Settings” pages, the Line – Configuration page displays. This page shows the configuration settings for the serial 

line selected at the top of the page in the “Select Line” box and lets you change the settings for that serial line.  

 

 
 
Name (optional) 

Enter a name for the serial port. The name may have up to 25 characters. 

Status: Select to enable or disable the selected EDS serial port. 

Baud Rate:  Select the baud rate for the currently selected serial port. 
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Choices are: 
300 baud to 230,400 baud. Default is 9600 baud. 

Custom = lets you enter in the Custom text box a speed other than those shown. 

Parity: Select the parity used by the currently selected serial line. 

Choices are: 
None (default) 

Even 

Odd 

Data Bits: Select the number of data bits used by the currently selected serial line.  
Choices are: 

7 

8 (default) 
Stop Bits: Select the number of stop bits used by the currently selected serial line.  

Choices are: 

1 (default) 

2 
Flow Control: Select the flow control method used by the currently selected serial line.  

Choices are: 
None(default) 

Hardware 

Software 

 

Xon char: Character to use to initiate a flow of data.  

When “Flow Control is set to Software, specify Xon char. Prefix a decimal character with \ or a hexadecimal character 

with 0x, or provide a single printable character. The default Xon char is 0x11. 

 
Xoff char: Character to use to end a flow of data. 

When Flow Control is set to Software, specify Xoff char. Prefix a decimal character with \ or a hexadecimal character 

with 0x, or provide a single printable character. The default Xoff char is 0x13. 

 
While the default Xon char is 0x11 and default Xoff char is 0x13 they must be entered for the line to use them. 
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DEC SERVER 90 M 

 

  
DEC SERVER 90 M + Pinouts 

 

 
To configure a DEC SERVER 90 M + from a DECTerm enter the following command where  

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx is the MAC address of the DEC SERVER 90 M +. 
 

HOSTA>SET HOST /MOP /DISCON=D /CIRCUIT=CSMACD-0-address=xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx 

 

%CCR-I-CONNEST, connection established to remote system xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx 

Press CTRL/D to disconnect, CTRL/] to send break 

 

Press enter to get the # prompt and enter the password “access”. 

At the login prompt enter the user name “SCADA”. 

Typing “SET PRIV” at the LOCAL_1 prompt and entering the password “SYSTEM” gives you access the configuration 

command line interface. See below samples configurations for the DEC SERVER 90 M +. 

 
*********************  Printer Configuration  *********************** 

 
Port 3: (Remote)    Server: LAT1 

 

Character Size:  8   Input Speed:  9600 

Flow Control:  XON   Output Speed:  9600 

Parity:   None   Signal Control:  Disabled 

Stop Bits:  1    

 

Access:   Remote   Local Switch:  None 
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Backwards Switch: None   Name:   PORT_7 

Break:   Disabled  Session Limit:  4 

Forwards Switch: None   Type:   Ansi 

Default Protocol: LAT   Default Menu:  None 

      Dialer Script:  None 

 

Preferred Service: None 

 

Authorized Groups: 0 

(Current) Groups: 0 

 

Enabled Characteristics: 

Input Flow Control, Loss Notification, Output Flow Control, Remote Modification 

 

*************************  Comm. Line Configuration  *********************** 

 

Port 4: (Remote)    Server: LAT1 

 

Character Size:  8   Input Speed:  9600 

Flow Control:  None   Output Speed:  9600 

Parity:   None   Signal Control:  Disabled 

Stop Bits:  2    

 

Access:   Remote   Local Switch:  None 

Backwards Switch: None   Name:   PORT_7 

Break:   Disabled  Session Limit:  4 

Forwards Switch: None   Type:   Ansi 

Default Protocol: LAT   Default Menu:  None 

      Dialer Script:  None 

 

Preferred Service: None 

 

Authorized Groups: 0 

(Current) Groups: 0 

 

Enabled Characteristics: 

Loss Notification, Remote Modification 

PS: Use ODD PARITY for TEJAS protocol. Disable Modem Control 
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APPENDIX E 

 
Modem Configuration & Notes 

 
Leased Line Communication Line Modem 

 
Motorola UDS 202T Modem Configuration 

 

1. RTS-CTS Delay     8 ms. 

2. Transmit Carrier    Constant – ON 

3. Local Copy Squelch    No Local Copy – 0 

1. Call Turnaround Sq.    Out – 0 

2. Turnaround Squelch Time   159.6 - 159 

3. Soft Carrier Turnoff    8.3 - 8 

4. Carrier Detect Level    - 30 

5. Carrier Detect Delay    6 

6. Test Generator     18 bps - 4 

7. Anti-Streaming Option    Out - 6 

8. Chassis/Signal GND    Isolated – S-G 

9. Transmit Level     - 10 

10. 2/4 Wire     4 Wire 

11. 2/4 Wire     4 Wire 

 

Motorola UDS V.3400 Configuration 

 

1. Setup Factory Setting #4 for both modems, 

2. Modem Configuration – RJ11        RJ45 for both modems 

3. Set Baud Rate accordingly. 

4. Slave Modem (RTU) set to Forced Answer option 

5. For bench testing, set the TX line to – 15 dB for both modems. 
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MODEM SETUPS: 

 
US Robotics Sportster 33.6 Fax-Modems: 

 
1) Hardware Switch Settings:  Eight Switches on the rear panel. (AYDIN Dial in Screen) 

 

For DIAGNOSTIC MODEM:  (Smart Mode Modem) 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8   

 - - - - - - - -   

 D U D U U D U D   

 

Where D is “DOWN’ or “OFF” and U is “UP” or “ON”. 

 

For DG DIAL-IN MODEM: (Dumb Mode Modem) 

 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8   

 - - - - - - - -   

 D U D U U D U D   

 

Where D is “DOWN’ or “OFF” and U is “UP” or “ON”. 

2) Software Settings:  

 

USR3453C v.92 Business Modem 

 
Under the modem properties, advanced settings, an extra initialization command needs to be added. 

The string is s7=180 s10=30. 

  
S10 =30 - Sets the duration, in tenths of a second, that the modem waits to hang up after loss of carrier. This 

guard time allows the modem to distinguish between a line disturbance from a true disconnect (hang up) by the 

remote modem. The change is helpful for those remote connections that drop carrier on a noisy connection. 

 
S7=180 - This allows the modem to negotiate speed for longer than the default 60 seconds (to 180, the setting 

is in seconds). 
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APPENDIX F 

 
PRINTER CONFIGURATION AND NOTES 
 

Laser Printer 

 

Add printer to LPR database and setup the queues for netprt1_qps and netprt1_qtext: 

$ run sys$system:tcpip$1prsetup 

 

TCPIP/IP Printer Setup Program 

 

Command <add delete view help exit>:  add 

Adding printer entry, type “?” for help. 

 

Enter printer name to add: netprt1 

Enter the FULL name of one of the following printer types:   

Remote local:  remote 

Enter printer synonym: NETPRT1 

Enter printer synonym: 

Enter full file specification for spool directory 

SPOOLER DIRECTORY ‘sd’: [SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$LPD.NETPRT1]]? 

Set LPD PrintServer extensions flag ‘ps’ []? 

Set remote system name ‘rm’ []? netprt1 

Set remote system printer name ‘rp’ []? Netprt1_qps 

Set printer error log file ‘lf’ [SYS$SPECIFIC:[TCPIP$LPD]NETPRT1.LOG]? 

Enter the name of the printcap symbol you wish to modify. Other valid entry is: 

 ‘q’ to quit (no more changes) 

The names of the printcap symbols are: 

sd for the printer spool directory 

lf for the printer error log file 

lp for the name of the local printer 

ps for the LPD PrintServer extensions flag 

rm for the name of the remote host 

fm for the printer form field 

pa for the /PASSALL flag 

nd for the /NODELETTE flag 

cr for the cr flag 

p1 – p8 for the /PARAMETER=(p1,…..,p8) field 

Enter symbol name: p3 

Enter a new value for symbol ‘p3’? [] DCPS_LIB 

New ‘p3’ is ‘DCPS_LIB’, is this correct? [y] 

Enter symbol name: p5 

Enter a new value for symbol ‘p5’? [] separate=(noburst, noflag, notrailer) 

New ‘p5’ is ‘separate=(noburst, noflag, notrailer)’, is this correct? [y] 

Enter symbol name: p8 

Enter a new value for symbol ‘p8’? [] 0 

New ‘p8’ is ‘0’, is this correct? [y] 

Enter new symbol: q 
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 Symbol type value 

 

Error log file:  lf STR /SYS$SPECIFIC/TCPIP$LPD/NETPRT1.LOG 

Printer Queue:   lp STR NETPRT1 

PS extensions flag: ps STR 

Remote Host:  rm STR netprt1 

Remote Printer:  rp STR netprt1_qps 

Spool Directory: sd STR /SYS$SPECIFIC/TCPIP$LPD/NETPRT1 

Parameter fields: p3 DCPS_LIB 

Parameter fields: p5  STR separate=(noburst, noflag, notrailer) 

Parameter fields: p8 STR 0 

 

Are these the final values for printer NETPRT1? [y] 

 

Adding comments to printcap file for new printer, type ‘?’ for help. 

Do you want to add comments to the printcap file [n]? 

 

Do you want to queue to default to print flag pages [y]: n 

 

Do you want this procedure to start the queue [n]: y 

Creating execution queue: NETPRT1 

Updating TCPIP$LPD_STARTUP.COM 

Updating TCPIP$LPD_SHUTDOWN.COM 

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

*  TCPIP$LPD_STARTUP.COM   TCPIP$LPD_PRINTCAP * 

*  and TCPIP$LPD_SHUTDOWN.COM                     * 

*  have been updated for this printer        * 

*            * 

*  Set up activity is complete for this printer       * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 

Execute @ sys$manager:TCPIP$LPD_STARTUP.COM to force changes.  

 
Impact/Event Printer 

 
Enable TELNETSYM via TCP/IP Network Configuration Procedure 

 
HOSTA>@sys$manager:tcpip$config 

 
                TCP/IP Network Configuration Procedure 

 

        This procedure helps you define the parameters required 

        to run HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS on this system. 
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        Checking TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS configuration database files. 

 
        HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Configuration Menu 

 

        Configuration options: 

 
                1  -  Core environment 

                 2  -  Client components 

                 3  -  Server components 

                 4  -  Optional components 

                 5  -  Shutdown HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

                 6  -  Startup HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

                 7  -  Run tests 

 
                 A  -  Configure options 1 - 4 

                 [E] -  Exit configuration procedure 

 

Enter configuration option: 2 

 

        HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Client Components Configuration Menu 

 
        Configuration options: 

 

                 1  -  DHCP Client              Disabled Stopped 

                 2  -  FTP Client        Enabled  Started 

                 3  -  NFS Client        Enabled  Started 

                 4  -  REXEC and RSH     Enabled  Started 

                 5  -  RLOGIN            Enabled  Started 

                 6  -  SMTP               Enabled  Started 

                 7  -  SSH Client        Enabled  Started 

                 8  -  TELNET            Enabled  Started 

                 9  -  TELNETSYM        Disabled Stopped 

 

                 A  -  Configure options 1 - 9 

                [E] -  Exit menu 

 
Enter configuration option: 9 

 
TELNETSYM Configuration 

 
Service is not enabled. 

Service is stopped. 

 
        TELNETSYM configuration options: 
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                 1 - Enable service on this node 

 

                 2 - Enable & Start service on this node 

 

                [E] - Exit TELNETSYM configuration 

 
Enter configuration option: 2 

%TCPIP-I-INFO, image SYS$SYSTEM:TCPIP$TELNETSYM.EXE installed 

%TCPIP-S-STARTDONE, TCPIP$TELNETSYM startup completed 

Press <ENTER> key to continue ... 

 
        HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Client Components Configuration Menu 

 
        Configuration options: 

 

                 1  -  DHCP Client       Disabled Stopped 

                 2  -  FTP Client        Enabled  Started 

                 3  -  NFS Client        Enabled  Started 

                 4  -  REXEC and RSH     Enabled  Started 

                 5  -  RLOGIN            Enabled  Started 

                 6  -  SMTP               Enabled  Started 

                 7  -  SSH Client        Enabled  Started 

                 8  -  TELNET            Enabled  Started 

                 9  -  TELNETSYM         Enabled  Started 

 
                 A  -  Configure options 1 - 9 

                 [E] -  Exit menu 

 
Enter configuration option: e 

 
        HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS Configuration Menu 

 
        Configuration options: 

 
                1  -  Core environment 

                 2  -  Client components 

                 3  -  Server components 

                 4  -  Optional components 

                 5  -  Shutdown HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

                 6  -  Startup HP TCP/IP Services for OpenVMS 

                 7  -  Run tests 

 

                 A  -  Configure options 1 - 4 

                [E] -  Exit configuration procedure 

 
Enter configuration option: e 
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Add the network print server/queue name to the host file with the associated tcpip address by entering the 

following commands in a decterm: 

 
HOSTA>SET HOST XXXX/address=y,y,y,y/alias="xxxx" 

Where XXXX is the server/queue name, y,y,y,y is the tcpip address and xxxx is the alias. 

 
HOSTA>SET DEF SYS$MANAGER 

HOSTA>EDIT SYLOGICALS.COM 

 
In sylogical.com under the section labeled “Define any site-specific logical names below:” add the following 

definitions: 

 
$ DEFINE/SYSTEM TCPIP$TELNETSYM_IDLE_TIMEOUT        “0 00:00:15.00” 

$ DEFINE/SYSTEM TCPIP$TELNETSYM_RETRY_INTERVAL     “0 00:00:05.00” 

$ DEFINE/SYSTEM TCPIP$TELNETSYM_SUPPRESS_FORMFEEDS     33 

 

The queue must now be setup and initialized. In a decterm enter: 

 
HOSTA>SET DEF SYS$MANAGER 

HOSTA>EDIT SYS$STARTUP:SYSTARTUP_VMS.COM 

 

In sys$startup:systartup_vms.com add the following at the end of the file. 

 
$INITALIZE/QUEUE/DEFAULT=NOFEED/ON=”YYYYYY:zzzzz”- 

/PROCESSOR=TCPIP$TELNETSYM wwwww 

 

$ START/QUEUE wwwww 

Where YYYYYY is the server name, zzzzz is the print/terminal server port and wwwww is the queue name. 

 

If it was not done during the scada install, edit the config.x and add the logger. Use the queue name as the 

device name. 

 
Examples: 

 
Queue setup, initialization and startup 

$INITALIZE/QUEUE/DEFAULT=NOFEED/ON=”EVENT1:3001”- 

/PROCESSOR=TCPIP$TELNETSYM EVENT1 

 

$ START/QUEUE EVENT1 

 

Add logger to Config.x 

! ASSIGN PRINT STREAMS 

$! 

$! REPORT01     :==     EVENT1 

$! REPORT_TYPE01        :==     FT3 

$! REPORT_SPEED01:==    9600 

$! REPORT02     :==     LASER1 

$! REPORT_TYPE02        :==    FT6 

$! REPORT_SPEED02:==    9600 
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APPENDIX G 

 
LAN Failover 

 
LAN Failover in OpenVMS 7.3-2 or higher, Alpha or Itanium machines with 1GB capable cards (DEGXA, 

DEGPA, and DE600 series) provides a mechanism to protect your system against a network interface card 

(NIC) failure. This mechanism provides a failover safeguard for all LAN applications by integrating individual 

network adapters on the same local network into a single virtual interface called a LAN Failover set. 

 
The system manager defines and creates the LAN Failover set. The failover set consists of one adapter that is 

to be used for LAN traffic and one or more adapters that remain idle. If the active adapter fails, one of the idle 

set members automatically takes over with the same address, thereby allowing continuous operation. 

 

LAN Failover determines the status of network interfaces through a virtual driver. It determines which network 

adapters are functioning and selects one to maintain the LAN traffic. All network protocols can benefit from 

this type of failover. 

 

To create lan failover set follow the below instructions: 

 

1) Define the LLA0: device by using the following commands:  

 
$set def sys$system 

$run lancp 

def device lla/failover_set=(eia,eib) 

def device lla/enable 

def device eia/enable 

def device eib/enable 

def device eia/priority=10 

def device eib/priority=10 

 
Reboot the system. 

 
Note: The SET command that some manuals are reporting will not be executed. 

 

2) Configure the TCPIP interface only for the LLA0: device,  DO NOT configure any of the devices assigned 

to the failover set with IP addresses, which will lock the TCPIP protocol services. 

 

3) Configure the DECNET circuits to correspond to the LLA0: device usage, for example  

CSMACD-0, or CSMACD-1, we use usually CSMACD-0 for most jobs. DO NOT configure the  

other interface devices, that belong to the failover set, to be DECNET capable. You can do that by specifying 

NONE to the circuit prompt. The rest of the configuration is our standard configuration. 

 

You need to reboot the system after the configurations. 
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APPENDIX H 

 
HP Integrity rx2660 

 

Front Panel Controls, Ports, and LEDs 

 

 
The front panel of the server provides the controls, ports, and LEDs commonly used when the 

server is operational. 
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Rear Panel Controls, Ports, and LEDs 

 
The server rear panel includes communication ports, I/O ports, ac power connectors, and the 

locator LED and button. 
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iLO 2 MP 

 
The server contains an iLO 2 MP on the system board to enable local and remote management 

of the server. As long as ac power is present, the iLO 2 MP is active, regardless of whether the 

front panel power switch is off or on. 

 

 

            
   

 


